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A special faculty meeting was
held last Tuesday to discuss five
motions proposed by the Faculty
Interim Committee (on the
Fraternity/Sorority Question) in
their report to the College. The
regular faculty meeting, held on
September 6, was recessed before
discussion of the motions could
take place.
The meeting was chaired by
Dean of Faculty Andrew De
Rocco; normally, President English presides at Faculty meetings.
For this meeting, English sat in
the audience so that he would be
available to field questions from
the Faculty.

Finding Your Internship: A
Lesson in Personal Initiative
by David Sagers
Features Editor
An internship is a bridge between a job and a college course.
A faculty advisor oversees the
academic portion of tbft.iftl*pn-._
ship, ^.^v,
"aTTri'e establishment
sponsoring the internship. However, most of the student's work
is done in a very flexible environment.
According to Betty Ann Cox,
Internship Coordinator, the process of obtaining an internship
begins with a visit to the Internship Office. There, the student
is given access to the directory,
and is usually told to return when
he has narrowed down his
choices. Then, the Internship Co-

ternships. According . to Betty
ordinator goes over the choices
Ann Cox, however, the Internin greater depth with the student,
ship Office is "able to place most
and tells him who to get in conof the people" who want interntact with for more information
ships.
or an interview.
Internships aie standardized in
Ppmt, the student has to
cegM^Ses^.s^sh'
ttf the number
ip1u*peripnaf- initiative.
of hours required on the job,
He must arrange an interview and
and the amount of academic
ptepaic a le&ume, which he can
work involved. The student picks
get help with from the Career
a faculty member for an advisor.
Counseling Office. This part of
The Internship Office is basithe process is much like that involved in getting a job. The in- cally a source of information for
ternships listed in the Trinity students, and is the "two-way
College Directory are also listed street" by which members of the
in the directories of other col- community sponsoring internleges. So, there is a great deal ships are brought onto the camof competition, not only among pus for social events. However,
Trinity students, but with stu- the student must rely on his own
dents from other area colleges, ambition to procure an internespecially for finance-related in- ship, much like a job.

The motions, which passed by
a 2:1 margin, were contained in
Part II of the Committee's Report. Part 1 of the report was
issued this summer; it is a
strongly-worded critique of the
"Report of the ad hoc Trustee
Committee to study the Fraternity/Sorority system." It criticizes the Trustees' Report in two
major areas: one, its failure to
uphold the college policy against
discrimination, and two, its failure to acknowledge the proper
role of the faculty in college governance.
(The Interim Committee, a
special protest faculty group, was
formed in response to this Report, in which the Trustees state
their decision to maintain the
Greek system at Trinity. Its
elected members are Noreen
Channels, Sociology; George
Higgins, Psychology; Kenneth
Lloyd-Jones, Modern Languages;
Bard McNulty, English; and Diane Zannoni, Economics.]
The two motions under discussion were (1) that the Faculty
establish a five-member "Advi-

Aside from actual acceptance,
freshman are concerned most
about their new living units. Tina
Dow's letterhead read something
like, "Here is the thing all of
you have been waiting for." Yet,
as freshman, it would be hard
to- determine the impact of receiving an Elton single or Cook
quad. It didn't take long to discover the unique characteristics
of each, though.

Each freshman housing unit
has a distinct stigma attached to
it. It is easier to be identified
with a dorm than a hometown.
There are four general areas, each
with different traits: North Campus, South Campus, the Quad
and Elton/Jones. It isn't hard to
discover the individual features
of each.
The only uniquely freshman
dorm is North Campus. There
are two levels with three halls on
each. The poor ratings the rooms
have are well earned. An NC

Editor's note: This is the second
of a series of three articles on
the planning processes contained
in President English's recent
"Report to the College: Trinity
in the 80's." The report, as was
stated last week, is a synthesis
of the suggestions and recommendations brought forth by the
four projects initiated since English's inauguration: Project 0
(which laid groundwork for the
rest of the committees), Project
I (academic strategies), Project II

On October 1st, the Connecticut drinking age will be legally
raised to twenty years of age.
For the first time in many years,
a significant number of Trinity's
student population will be legally
prohibited from consuming alcoholic beverages. For this reason, College regulations about
the use of alcohol have become
more strictly enforced.
The College policy on alcoholic
beverages states that students are

expected to observe the Connecticut laws on drinking. It also
prohibits any College organization from charging for alcohol
as a condition for participation
in any College-accociated organization or activity. Non-alcoholic beverages must be available
at all social activities where alcohol is served. The regulations
also confine the use of alcohol
to dormitories and. fraternities,
except on social occasions. Public
display of drinking is otherwise
prohibited, and intoxication does
not excuse an individual from full.

(residential life), and Project III
(Trinity and Hartford).
Last week's article contained
excerpts from the report's sections on Trinity's Purpose and
Relative Position and Admissions
strategies. This week will cover
the sections on Curriculum and
the Faculty.

Others merely come to the quad
(North Campuser) is most likely
for classes, and stay home to
to be late for class or miss the
socialize.
hot breakfast. They have no
Those who are close-minded
uppperclassmen to gain valuable
may see an NC as an unsociable
information from, except the
studier. However, anyone who
RA's, who must do an excellent
has made the trip to an NC room
job. The task of the six RA's is
difficult because freshman are not " knows this is an unfair assessment. There is quite an advantage
adjusted, to college life. The lito living there, if the NC can
brary • becomes difficult to freappreciate others in their posiquent at night or in bad weather,
tion. It is a separate comrnuriity
unless the NC is gutsy enough
which several bored freshman
to call Security. Several SAGA
may want to explore some Friday
workers do not see their roomnight. The comfortable carpet
.rnates or petite doubles until late.
and long hallways are fine breeding ground for hall life. Of
course, several NC's socialize at
the nearby frats, unless they are
creative enough to concoct an
inovative party in their underresponsibility for his or her acsized
rooms. It has been said that
tions. .
• •
an NC has the most fun. The
NC will have a good time, but
. will manage to have enough study
Dean of Students.David Winer
groups with fellow freshman to
commented on the enforcement
get by'during the year.
of the regulations. He emphasized that the main concern of
In South Campus, freshman1
the College is for the personal
are restricted to Wheaton and the
health and safety of students.
lower floors of Jackson. The
The regulations were enacted to
complex is an interesting, maze,
prevent students from endangerwith well-defined halls.,The secing themselves or others,, damond level of Jackson is split-level
aging property, and; breaking
and co-ed, with freshman guys

Curriculum:
" I find the Project I Report
on 'Curriculum' comprehensive
and persuasive, and I recommend
that it be given prompt and careful consideration by the Faculty
and its appropriate standing committees. It strikes me as providing
a balanced approach to the issue
of curricular structure as well as
an opportunity for the development of exciting new courses and
the careful review of old ones.
Project I's recommendations
promise to become the focal point
of our plans for the 1980's.
I shall not attempt to restate
what is so well presented in the
Report itself. In urging the Faculty to give Project I's curricular
proposals sympathetic consideration, however, I would like to
offer several comments.
1. The recommendations that
we require a demonstration, of
Writing Proficiency and that we
strongly consider a Quantitative
and Symbolic Reasoning Requirement strike me as timely and
wholly compatible with the general purpose of a Trinity education.
'.
2. I am also receptive to the
proposed changes in the requirements for graduation (assuming,
of course, uniformly demanding
standards in the slightly reduced
number of courses) and for honors in the major. The recommendations that the Faculty
review the academic calendar and
class scheduling also address

continued on page 3

continued on page 5

Stricter College Drink Policy
by Cynthia L. Bryant

continued on page 3

English Releases Report

Freshman Dormitories Find Their Own Identities
by Stephen Balon

sory Committee on Fraternities/
Sororities" to be elected from the
faculty at large; (2) that the faculty conference arrange for a
comprehensive reappraisal of the
faculty's role in college governance at Trinity.
Listed as "Memorandum" under Motion I are four charges of
the Committee, which would include a) working to achieve their
goals through consultation and
discussion, b) bringing relevant
new information to the faculty,
c) insuring that ail future antidiscriminatory statements to be
publicized be endorsed by the
faculty, d) representing the views
of the faculty on the fraternity/
sorority issue to any interested
parties, both on and off campus.
The "Memorandum" under
Motion II includes a proposal
that documents on the current
role of the faculty in college governance be distributed to the faculty by December 1, 1983, and
that periodic reports continue to
be submitted.

continued on page 3
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Calendar

T 20
9/

An important Women's Lacrosse meeting will be held in the
Tansill Sport Room in Ferris at
3:00 p.m.

Lecture: "Considering Law
School" by Dean James Thomas,
Yale University Law School.
McCook Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.
Film: "Alexander Nevsky"
Trinity Community only. McCook Auditorium at 7:00 pm.
"Zasis Improvisational Jazz
Quartet." Garmany Hall Austin
Arts Center at 7:30 pm.

w

9/ T
21

Lecture: "University and Society in Czarist Russia: 18801917" by Professor Samuel D.
Kassow. Faculty Club, Hamlin
Hall at 4:00 pm.

Measles Clinic, 10:00 am to
2:00 pm in Wheaton Lounge, For
more information, contact the
Medical Office at ext. 231.

Cinestudio: "Eating Raoul,"
7:30: "Brittania Hospital," 9:15.

Cinestudio: "La Nuit de Varennes," 7:30 (Hartford premiere).
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Lecture: "Motherhood and
Creativity in the Words of Some
American and Italian Women
Writers" by Sara Poli. AAC
Room 320 at 4:30 p.m. Reception
to follow.
Si vous voulez parler francais
venez diner a la table francaise
tous les jeudis a 18h a Mather
Hall (a gauche pres de l'entree
novil).
Bienvenus a la soiree francaise
au 90-92 Vernon St., Residence
francaise (2e etage Doonesbury,
Apt. B4).Tous les jeudis soir a
2Oh30.

General Information Meetings
for students interested in foreign
study in Spring 1984 will be held
on the following days in the Library's Walton Room:
Wednesday, September 14, 2:30
p.m.
Thursday, September 22, 10:00
a.m.
Friday, September 30, 9:30
a.m.
Monday, October 3, 11:30 a.m.
Tuesday, October 11, 2:30 p,m.
Wednesday, October 19,; 10:30
a.m.
Tuesday, October 25, 10:00
a.m.
Please obtain an information
packet from Mrs. Noonan in
Williams 118 and bring with you
the "Information Form for Students Considering Foreign Study"
filled out.

The following scholarships are
being offered. For additional information and ' applications for
these scholarships, contact Kathy
Mills in Financial Aid.
A scholarship for up to $5000
for sophomores and juniors enrolled in a computer science program is being offered by
International Computer Programs, Inc. Candidates must
maintain a B average and demonstrate financial need. Deadline:,
November 15, 1983.
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The World Affairs Association
will hold its meetings every week
in Seabury 16 at 7:15 p.m.

Cinesludio: "hating Raoul,"
7:30; "Brituinia Hospital," 9:15.

M 9/

26

Cinesludio: "Sophie's
Choice," 7:30.

Cinestudio: "Sophie's
Choice," 7:30.

A mailing about Parent's
Weekend, which is October' 7-9,
was sent to, the homes of all
regular Trinity students during
the last week of August. Please
call the Public Relations Office
(ext. 211 or 212) if you learn
from your parents that they did
not receive this mailing, and one
will be sent to them. Most visiting
and exchange students' parents
will not have received the mailing, but we will be happy to send
it to them upon request.

The new 1983-84 Directory of
Internships is available in the Internship Office, Seabury 42-A.
All new listings are posted on
the bulletin b6ard outside of Seabury 42-A.
The Internship Office is open
from 9:00-4:00, Monday through
Friday. Students may make appointments by signing up on the
appointment sheet outside the office.

Trinity students are invited to
participate in Glamour Magazine's 1984 Top Ten College
Women Competition. A panel of
Glamour editors will select the
winners on the basis of their solid
records of achievement in academic studies and/or in extracurricular activities, on campus or
in the community.
The 1984 Top Ten College
Women will be featured in Glamour's August College Issue. During May, June, or July, the ten
winners will receive an all expenses paid trip to New York
City and will participate in meetings with professionals in their
area of interest.
Anyone who is entering the
competition should contact the
Public Relations Office for more
information. Deadline for applications is December 9, 1983.

Trinity's Davis Endowment will
again hold intern seminars with
successful executives and recognized scholars. Places in these
seminars will be open to all undergraduates subject to the condition that students with current
internships have priority. The
limited number of spaces in each
seminar is likely lo be oversubscribed. At times it may be necessary to ask applicants to write
a paragraph or some similar procedure to identify who would
benefil

The Society for the Advancement of Materials and Process
Engineering offers $1000 scholarships to undergraduates and
$1500 to students planning to attend graduate school. Deadline:
January 15, 1984.
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Cinestudio: "Eating Raoul,"
7:30; "Brittania Hospital," 9:15.
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Cinestudio: "Eating Raoul,"
7:30; "Brittania Hospital," 9:15.

SGA
Candidate
Forum.
Mather Dining Hall at 8:00 pm.
Film: "Citizen Kane." Trinity
Community only. Seabury 9-17
at 9:15 pm.

s
9/ F 9/
23
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in Sciilniiy .VIA, 9 a.m. in I p.m.
Monday, September
p.m.: Paul Heyne, Lecturer in
Economics, University of Washington.
Monday, September 26, 4
p.m.: Jean P. Boycr, International expert in business and finance and former 3M Professor
in the Graduate Management
Program at St. Thomas College,
Minnesota.
Monday, October 3, 4 p.m.:
Richard Gordon,
President,
Richard Gordon Interests, Hartford, Real Estate Developer.
Monday, November 7, 4 p.m.:
Ted Win/., Director of North
American Sales, Dexter Corporation, Windsor Locks, CT.
Listings for Off-Campus Jobs
are located in the Financial Aid
Office and Career Counseling.

THE TAPCAFE

NOW SERVING SANDWICHES
Featuring Our Own Eggplant
and Sausages

Under New Management

Women's Varsity Soccer needs
manager, statistician, and someone to video tape games. No
experience necessary. Contact:
Karen Erlanson, ext. 453.
Financial aid students who arc
available to work temporary jobs
dtirint; the semester should leave
their name and phone number
with
Students are needed to work
for

I'ari'iils

Wi-i-ki-iul:

Friday,

October 7 and Saturday, ueiouci
rmrSTTWrtrcle rcgist rat ion,
checking coats, selling and taking
tickets, etc. Interested students
should call the Public Relations
Office at 211 or 212.

Classifieds
Executive typist. 10 yearsplus experience. 75-plus
w.p.m. Have worked on
manuals, briefs, student papers, books. Currently doing
manuscript typing for local
college. Call between 5 and
7 at 232-9225.

The TRINITY TRIIMH)
Vol. LXXXI1, Issue 2
September 20, 1983
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic jear. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions '.ire
SIS.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartford, CT. and published tit
Trinit> College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
S3.00 per column inch.
$30.00 per eighth ntigo ;»«!
$55.00 per quarter page.

217 New Britictn Ave,
Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
.-CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % DisCOUilt on Case Pyrehases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn,
(comer Henry Si next the the Tap Cafe)
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Faculty Meeting
Raises Controversy
continued from page 1

Pat Miller Discusses Pornography: "A Loaded Topic"

Photo by Penny Perkins

Art or Pornography: Miller
Discusses Paradox
by Sonia Plumb
For all you erotic art lovers
out there you'll be glad to know
that its easier to find an X-rated
bookstore than it is to get a
McDonald's hamburger, since
there are four times as many
adult bookstores as there are
McDonald's. It might also interest you to know that more people
read
the
four
biggies,Oui,Hustler,Penthouse, and
Playboy than Newsweek and
Time combined. But
/
/
/

iiiidke' up50% of the money
brought in by this major industry. These were some of the facts
presented to a small group of
students at an informal discussion on pornography last Thursday night. The discussion was led
by Pat Miller, coordinator of the
• Women's Center on campus.
Pornography is no doubt a
"loaded topic." But, as the group
wanted to know, what is and
what isn't pornography? What
one person may consider to be
erotic art may be offensive to
another person. It isn't easy to
draw the line. As one student
said,"pornography is not just explicit nudity." The sexual revo-

Change of
Life Style
continued from page 1
Connecticut laws.
Alcoholic beverages
will
continue to be served at campus
events, but the administration expects that those students or faculty hosting parties' (whether
public or private) will make an
effort to determine which of their
guests are minors, and to refrain
from serving them alcohol. In the"
event that a student does violate
College regulations, the penalty
will be decided according to the
individual case. The action taken
by the administration will reflect
the seriousness of the offence,
whether it is a first violation,;
whether the student is cooperative, and whether the College perceives that the student has a
problem with alcohol that merits
counseling.

lution allowed society to shed its
puritanical viewpoint and glorify
in the art of the body. As Miller
pointed out, the problem arises
when pornography dehumanizes
its subjects. The general concensus ran that it is mostly women
who are dehumanized. Woman
is portrayed as a weak, passive,
vulnerable sex object. Put a dog
collar on her, bind her, torture
her, and she becomes a victim.
Are women supposed to love
pain?
Here enters -hardcore- portt.
Women are often shown biuised,
bound, burned and battered. The
males attending the discussion
wanted to know if this wasn't
just an advanced technique in
filming, or maybe stuntwomen
were in the pictures. Miller assured the group most porn is not
acting. For example, in 'snuff
films'"" the model is used and
abused throughout the movie and
ultimately killed and dismembered at the end. Who needs
acting? Here we are not only
dealing with what a picture suggets or says but rather with the
legality • behind hardcore porn.
Models are more often than not
forced to do outrageous acts.
Of course Playboy was heroically defended by the gentlemen
as not being hardcore, and therefore could be called "wholesome
entertainment." Some students
who had done a project on pornography last spring with Miller
didn't see Playboy material just
as exotic art. The jokes, pictures
and implications still portray
woman as an inferior human or
non-human being, as the case
may be.
*

A question which arose out of
this discussion was, 'Is pornography reflecting a trend or causing a trend?' The subject matter
not only plays with people's fantasies, but it definitely gives ideas
on how to fulfill those fantasies.
Is it purely coincidental that, for
example, Hustler showed a gang
rape on a pool table and a week
later there actually was one?
We came to the conclusion that
to eradicate this type of dehumanizing porn would be a slow
process.' THsfsoftiridn 'would not
lie in destroying the material but
in somehow educating the masses.
The people need not be told how
pornography dehumanizes and
how it reflects our societal and
moral values. If you would like
to learn more about pornagraphy, the Women's Center is going
to show "Not A Love Story"
sometime this semester. It is an
excellant commentary on pornagraphy.

' * . way<0

The other three motions contained in Part II of the report
include a proposal to 1) have a
statement be ratified by the faculty concerning their position on
discrimination, 2) that the faculty
appoint no faculty representative
to the Advisory Committee of six
recommended in the Trustee Report, 3) that the faculty urge the
President to grant no exemptions
from the College's proscription
of discrimination.
Although both the. motions
passed by a considerable margin,
faculty members remain somewhat divided on the issue. Professor
Gordon
questioned
whether the motions showed that
the Interim Committee had gone
beyond its stated purpose and
taken its charge too broadly.
Lloyd-Jones responded that the
charge of the Committee had
been to explore ideas and suggestions, which was the intent of
the motions. He stated that the
Report and the motions were
simply "a conviction of the faculty's conviction to values."

Professor Lyons felt that the
wording of the critique might be
too "confrontational" to be effective; it might force the Trustees into simply
defending
themselves. Lloyd-Jones stated
that he felt the use of the word
"confrontational" to be unfortunate; the spirit of the motions
was intended to be constructive
rather than confrontational.
Professor Moshell stated that
he felt the fraternity issue was
resolved, and that the faculty
should not "waste time on issues
which have already been resolved
and voted on." Lloyd-Jones replied that the motion was not
meant to be a "redebate of the
fraternity questions." He stated
in an interview later that it was
true that "the decisions were
made-the Trustees have given the
fraternities their blessings~but the
faculty has a right to keep moving towards their goals in a constructive way. The motions," he
said, " a r e ' a series of attempts
to do something constructive in
a situation which two-thirds of
the faculty and the President are
not in agreement with."

Housing Process
Creates Communities
continued from page 1
near the entrance and women in
the better-protected second story.
However, the lack of upperclassmen on the lower levels is a chief
disadvantage. It is a mini-Noith
Campus setup.
There are some interesting facilities in the Jackson complex.
The study lounges between
Smith/Jackson and Wheaton/
Jackson are surrogate libraries
for those too lazy yo walk. Social
interaction is also increased by
the Tripod offices and laundry
room. Frequent combo changes
are hazardous to freshmen, especially those in Elton who have
to clean clothes. In all truthfulness, it can be said that a Jackson
freshman is in a separate community, much like an NC,
Wheaton freshmen are in the
same situation as Jacksonites.
Both dorms have doors that do
not stay open by themselves and
the halls have no carpets. The
tiny, yet neat, singles and the
large quads are the basic form

of housing. However, Wheaton
freshmen are not segregated from
upperclassmen. The building itself is easier to travel from hall
to hall, creating a better unity
than in Jackson. Things are easier to find and rooms are more
accessible, resulting in more interaction between freshmen and
upperclassmen.
However, aWheation freshman may have to
go out and look for upperclass.
advice. Thus they have to depend.;
upon congenial upperclass hosts/
hostesses. Hall life exists, but no'
one would play hall hockey, because its too nice-looking and
modern.
The overall charcateristics of a
South Campus freshman is very
similar to an NC. Both require
strong legs for travel, shorter:
bedtimes, and reliance, on upperclassmen from other dorms.
They are able to study, but a
Jackson study group' is harder to
organize than one in North Campus. Next week, the inner housing units for freshmen will be
analyzed.
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ISSUE of THE WEEK...

How Will the New Drinking Age Affect Trinity?
by Philip Ailing
Ccontributing Editor
The Tripod interviewed students on the Long Walk concerning their views on the
Connecticut state legal drinking
age moving up to 20 and the
effect it will have on Trinity social life.

body. There will be two different
groups of people on campus,
those that are old enough to
drink, and those that are not. A
lotof the social events on campus
have alcoholic beverages available. These social gatherings are
some of the best and easiest
places to meet people. Underage
students, especially freshmen, are
going to feel alienated and left
out."

Andrew Conway (freshman):
"The law is not going to spoil
my fun. I'm not nineteen now
and it hasn't stopped me yet. If
need be, I'll get a fake I.D. card.
But there are always upperclassmen willing to purchase alcohol
somewhere in the dorm."

Steve Schutz (senior): "I believe that people old enough to
go to college are old enough to
drink. I will purchase alcohol for
someone 1 know who is underage
if they ask. People in the same
college dormitory should be under the same rules."
Steve Gerber (freshman): "1
expect to stop purchasing alcohol
the first two or three weeks after
the new law is enacted. After the
bar and package store proprietors
realize they have lost half of their
customers, they will stop proofing. For the time being, the
drinking age is keeping me on
campus. But, there is enough social life on campus."

Christine Belson
Christine Belson (sophomore):
"The increased drinking age is a
terrible idea. It will limit the sociaJ life and separate the student
Andrew Conway

There will be less drinking and
more studying. That's what we're
here for anyway. Hopefully, this
higher drinking age will keep
some students from drinking and
possibly they will engage in some
creative scholastic pursuits. This
might even stop some of the. legal
organized drunken violence on
campus."

Carl Rosen (senior): " I believe
thai the new drinking age will be
a positive influence on campus.

Susan Burkhardt (sophomore):
"The only place to sec concerts
around here is the Agora Ballroom and they proof everybody.

It's not that I want to drink
there, I just want to go to some
concerts. It will also be a nuisance not to be able to order
drinks when out for dinner at a
restaurant."

Mike Petropoulos
Mike Petropoulos (sophomore): "To raise the drinking age
is stupid. If drunken driving is
the problem, then drunken driving penalties should be increased,
not the drinking age. It is ridiculous that you have to be a college graduate to have a drink in
a club and go dancing,"

German Youth Find Themselves in
the Midst of Nuclear Game
by Marego Athans
That was it. I squinted my eyes
in an attempt to appear threatening, and peered over the empty,
bookshelf at him, the nian who
dared to profit from tampering
with my education. I almost
joined the movement that has
devoted much of the past two
weeks to complaining about the
bookstore's unofficial policy of

YA W W T H e Y SAY
MBN SHARE W E R i e
ANP WOIV\eN 5HARS
secReis... WHICH
6XPLAIN6 WHY W0M6N
HAVE STlWIGeR
FR16NP6HIP6.

unclerordering books before it
and present injustices than we
dawned on me how lucky we arc will be for the one's to conic.
that this theme is second only to
What is happening is that those
the heat as the student body's
Germans who' remember Stalin
largest, cdittjMjjbtv '-source, of dis- all to well see only half - the red
tress. We airkridw that there are
half - of the monster. So they
ironies even greter than that of
elected (he CliriMian DcniocniliV
a non-profit college's profitmakUnion to welcome American mising bookstore existing right within
siles and keep the STufstaWoflT""
our own iron gates, but we. are
At least for the time being, at
young, innocent, and no more
least for the duration of their
responsible for the world's past
lifetimes.; Plus, the C.D.U. has
good old traditional ideas, like
the "Volkszahulung," the census
that willdocument personal statistics in a federal computer.
PONT YOU
-,
x
/M n/
Ideas such as jobs for everyone,
THINK MGN
6UPPO5&. JUST
brought about by encouraging
6H01W
fWNKYER Cm.
women to have more children,
6HARe severs,
\
thereby creating more teaching
100?
1
jobs in the schools. The tradeoff will be guns for education,

and as Pershing II's deployment
nears, student funds disappear.
Knowledge,» W1K> wi&jMiliS&sJJkL^
Some fear r933 a
ffaTH!enTury\
later.
H is dear thai our goveinmcni's loicipn p o l n \

.ii/ciis the

i understandable that political activity at Cicrman Universities, and that atv
places like Trinity cannoi even
be compared. But ii is important
to keep in mind that any problem
of theirs is soon enough one of
ours. And just like talking about
the nuclear threat will neither
drive away the heal, nor put
books on Follett's shelves, our
silence will never rid us of problems, but only delay our responsibility for them.

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave — it will be
ready upon your

I PICK' IAY
-roes WRING
CHURCH-

arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

ROAST BEEF & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZARELLA CHEESE
CRAB MEAT SALADS AND DINNERS
S P E C I A L PRICES

Phone

FOR TRINITY STUDENTS
H " i t PACKAGE STORE

Across from
South Gampus

LIQUORS WINES
247-9138
219 ZjON STREET
O»«» FERNANDO ESTEVAM

287 New Britain Ave
Hartford

Richard Staron.prop
HARTFORD. CONN. O6IQ6

247-O234
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Seniors Get
Exemptions
by M.W. Cheng
For many of you, last week's
Tripod article: "New Academic
Regulations Are Adopted By
College" might have been the
first time anyone informed you
of the changes in academic policies. You should have known
about the new rules from a thin,
blue pamphlet supposedly passed
out to. all students during Registration. You would not havehear about this last spring, since
the Academic Affairs Committee
had only finished properly documenting the rules late last
spring. Though the changes are
not drastic and will hopefully enhance and enforce quality academics at Trinity, there is at least
one new policy which is questionable to the student body. It
is the policy which states that all
undergraduates are required to
take a minimum of four course
credits per term, including seniors. Dan Barach, '84, tells why
this specific new regulation
should be of concern to all undergraduate classes.
Upon returning to Trinity,
Barach learned of the modifications. " I don't think the Academic
Affairs
Committee
realized what effect it would have
on seniors," said Barach. He cites
several reasons for the impractability of the rule's application
to seniors. First, many people by
their senior year have earned
enough credits making a rule such
as a minimum of four credits per
term needless, Second, there are
seniors working on theses, and
the burden of three more_ full
courses WjO,l
Students can also earn extra credits during the summer. Barach
also stresses the importance of
the senior year as a time for
preparation for entrance into the
"real world." The last undergraduate year is when most students apply for jobs, a process
which requires a great amount

English Favors Ideas On Curriculum
reexamine the balance between
the major and the non-major,
with an eye to ensuring that due
widely perceived needs.
attention is given the latter. The
3. The proposed Liberal StudProject I proposal represents a
ies Requirement is particularly
^useful starting point, and I urge
promising as an appropriate and
that it be carefully considered.
stimulating way of providing a
" 5 . I am sympathetic to the
needed measure of structure for
Project
I Committee's recomthe curriculum outside of the mamendation that, as part of the
jor. Its implementation would reoverall program proposed, the
quire
substantial
course
size of the Faculty be increased
development by the Faculty, but
somewhat....! would think it reaif it is phased in over several
sonable to recommend to the
years I believe we can muster the
Trustees that something on the
necessary financial resources.
order of five to seven new poI have some concern, however,
sitions be added over the next
about the extent to which full
five years. The exact number
implementation would require the
would turn on a variety of vardisplacement of existing courses.
iables, including the nature of
For that reason I suggest that
our curricular changes and the
the Faculty at least consider a
size
of our upcoming capital
phased approach...."
campaign...."
"4. Project I rightly argues
"6. As noted by Project I in
that the academic departments
its discussion of the possible rehave the obligation 'to serve the
quirement in Quantitative and
educational needs of the generSymbolic Reasoning, the comality of students as well as those
puter is playing an increasingly
of their majors.' (Curriculum, p.
important role across a broad
28) It recommends that the Facrange of disciplines....On the reculty adopt a resolution specifying
ommendation of two faculty
that every department shall orcommittees, the Dean of the Facdinarily devote one-fifth of its
ulty is about to engage outside
teaching to courses intended pri• consultants to assist in determinmarily for non-majors. The proing our long-term hardware needs
posal is not without difficulty: it
and to advise us with respect to
is not always easy to determine,
a possible major in computer scifor example, what a 'non-major'
ence. These initiatives should be
course is, and some departments
pursued energetically, and suffimay contend that it would sericient staffing should be provided
ously impair their major offerfor Trinity to take advantage of
ings were they required to meet
its unusual opportunities in this
the one-fifth provision. Still, I
area and meet a rapidly increasam convinced that we need to

continued from page 1

Salisbury to Speak
The distinguished journalist,
author, and specialist in SovietAmerican affairs, Harrison Salisbury, will-speak at Trtnffiy,-Gol* ^
lege on Tuesday, September 27
at 8 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre
of the Austin Arts Center. His
topic will be "The Riddle of
Flight 007: Missing Questions,
Missing Answers." The event is
free and the public is invited to
attend.
Salisbury became a correspondent for United Press International in 1930 and was their
foreign news editor from 19441954.

Salisbury has received numerous awards including the Pulitzer
Prize for international correspofidtncs iti '1955, the 'George
Polk Memorial award for foreign
reporting in 1957, and the Overseas Press Club Asian Award in
1967.

Salisbury is the author of many
books, including Behind the
Lines-Hanoi, The 900 days: The
Seige of Leningrad, and Black
Night, White Snow. His most
recent book is A Journey for Our
Times, A Memoir.

Juniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average:
interested in Congress? Earn 16 credits
on Capitol Hill.
• Unique Internships based on your
interests. Work with members of Congress in their offices and on their committees.
• Seminars with leading government
experts, focusing on current policy
issues.

•••-.'.•

:

For applications and information:,

ll.\ •',.:
"•':.

v

BOSTON UNivERsiT y
Washington Legislative internship Program
College of Liberal Arts—Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
617/353-2408 ,

An Equal Opportunity Institution

The Faculty:
"Nothing will affect Trinity's
progress in the 1980's more than
the imagination and commitment
of its fine faculty. It is they,
after all, who provide the stimulus, discipline, and continuity to
the academic program which
forms the College's central endeavor.
We are again indebted to Project I for analyzing the factors
which contribute to constructive
faculty development and for suggesting appropriate strategies for
achieving it. Without attempting
to repeat the commendable section in the report entitled 'Conditions of Academic Life,' I will
summarize its major recommendations, all of which will hav.e
my support in the coming years.
1. We should continue to add
to the series of relatively modest,
but in the aggregate important,
steps taken in recent years to
support the professional careers
of our faculty members: funds
for research grants; supplemental
leaves; and improved travel
budgets, for example. We have
also rationalized our tuition remission program and provided a
system of phased early retirement
for those faculty members who
find such a transition attractive...."
"Following the recommendation of Project I, I believe that
we should next focus on appro-

priate computer support for faculty members....I have...asked
the Treasurer and Director of
Finance to develop, with the participation of appropriate faculty
members, a plan for assisting faculty who wish to acquire personal
computers. A sum of $75,000 has
been allocated from the 1982-83
surplus for that purpose.
2. A Faculty Institute for. Collaborative Study along the general lines proposed by Project I
should be implemented, for a trial
period of several years.
3. Project I properly calls for
a further clarification of the criteria for faculty evaluation in the
light of the College's particular
mission.
4. Project I has focused our
attention on the need for a Faculty/Alumni Club facility, perhaps as part of a new student
residence. I have asked for...a
detailed analysis...of our needs
in this respect.
5. Project I makes a strong
case for some reduction in the
basic faculty teaching load at
Trinity. I am sympathetic to its
position....A reduction...is essential to the success of these proposed curricular changes.

Next week: Student Life, Administration and Financial, Implementation.

IHPW6 ANOTHER IWTIWATE
MR. Vf\UA6.

ID 1HOT FANCY S A W
gARINTHRTReSTAU-

Y6AH.
j

R O W KNOW

Sports Teams, Frats, Sororities,
Clubs, Anyone...

•Washington Faculty headed by
the chairman of the Congressional
Intern Advisory Council.
.
• Discussion Groups to.share information and opinions w|th fellow student •
participants from around the: country.
Filing deadline . f o r Semester
:
October 25.
.
/

ing demand by students."

QUALITY ADVERTISING
ANYTHING PRINTED

FAST SERVICE
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS,
BCIMPER-STICKERS, PAINTERS HATS,
ETC.

D/A ENTERPRISES
BILL MARKOWITZ
SALES REP

249-3497
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SAGA Begins New Year In New Facilities
With More Room, A New Look
by Daniel T. Weick
As one passes the new Mather
Student Center, it is obvious that
there is much work being done-an addition and renovation are
being completed at this moment.
It is less obvious, however, that
there is as much work being done
on the inside. Every day the dining hall and Cave employees start
early in the morning preparing
the day's meals, and continue to
work until the Cave closes at
midnight.
Saga, originally Canadasaga, is
a large food service which caters
to the specific needs of 350 colleges. Saga has been at Trinity
since 1964 but has only been in
the present dining hall since August 25. There are, of course,
minor problems which arise from
the facilities having been so
changed. The dining hall now is
able to accomodate approximately 500 people, when the construction is completed-in the near
future-it will be able to accommodate 750-800 students. These
numbers seem to fall short of
the number of students that are
enrolled in the Saga food service,

between 900-1000. This difference is accounted for in that not
everyone will eat at the same
time, allowing a certain portage
"turnover."
Bob Schondelmeier is now the
Food Service Director at Saga.
His first experience with the service was at University of Vermont
in 1969--he was a freshman then.
He, in his sophomore year,
worked in the dish room. From
there, he progressed to his present position. He insists that his
co-workers deserve much credit
for the work done. Margaret
Benson is the Food Service Manager at the Cave and catering.
She has been there for two years.
Steve Pearse is the manager for
Mather Dining Hall. The production chef is John Cycernas.
It is he who supervises the actual
running of the kitchen and has,
been at Saga for around 20 years.
Mr. Schondelmeier states that
"without the three of them, I
would not have time to do what
I do now."
The quality of the food offered
is under supervision of Trinity
and more directly Anne Gushee,

the director of the calendar of
special events. She is a direct
liaison
from
Vice-President
Smith. Mrs. Gushee is on the
food service committee which
handles complaints, as well as
makes policy aeprogram changes.
This committee is open to any
student. Mr. Schondelmeier states

that in accordance with college
guidelines, "we have a very rich
menu. We stay away from a lot
of casseroles and stews that can
dominate the menu." He also
states that "I know that what we
purchase...(is) the best there is
to buy." Although there are considerable standards, there always

28 Seniors Exempted
From New Regulations
continued from page 5
of time for research and interviewing. Courses which are not
necessary would overtax a senior's schedule and employment
search. In response, Barach conducted a drive for petition against
the application of the requirement to seniors. He presented a
list of 250 names to Dean Winer
and George Higgins, Chairman
of the Academic Affairs Committee. Barach also encouraged
fellow seniors to write individually to the Dean and Higgins
for permission to be exempt from

the rule. Last Tuesday, all twentyeight students requesting exemption were dismissed from the requirement. Barach cosiders this
a victory on the part of the student body. The hope now is that
the Academic Affairs Committee
will reform the rule to exclude
seniors. "They've been very openminded and flexible so far. 1
thank them for that. But they
should make some kind of compromise on paper, excluding seniors every year hereafter so
seniors don't have to fight for
this freedom."

seems to be some problem. He
wants to be told of these problems, however, to be effective
these must be specific. He's had
a "beef board" up and states
that he's very impressed with the
caliber of responses and thereby
the students.

Thanks to you
it works •. .
for all of us

United Way
of the Capital Area
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Get to the answers aster.
With thell-SHL

What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-II, with
' 112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-II,
because it's preprogrammed
61983.."Baas lnsimrnend

to perform complex calculations - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyperbolic.s - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the Calculator
Decision-Making Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using

the TI-55-II even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers foster.
Let a TI-55-II
show you how.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you,
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Arts /En tertainmen t
It's a Rock, Rock,
Rock, 'Rockworld'
seeing a music video somewhere.
This leads us to the newest
permanent feature in Mather
It will be no news to anyone Campus Center: a brand-new
interested in popular music to say color television for the Cave
that the age of video music has which will be featuring the aforearrived. The phenomenal popu- mentioned Rockworld. It's essenlarity of MTV, the first 24-hour tially a program like MTV. The
cable channel devoted exclusively company ships out a one-hour
to video music, has changed the tape of music to college campuses
musical scene in ways that few all over the country each week.
would have predicted. Suddenly, Videos by such diverse artists as
videos are everywhere and now Spandau Ballet, Nona Hendryx,
they've even come to Trinity in Champaign,
Michael
Jackthe guise of Rockworld, a sub- son,and U-2 are presented with
scription video music show play- voiceovers giving the artists'
ing in the Cave.
names and the song titles. Brief
Rock videos are not a brand- Rockworld commercials are also
new product; pioneers such as included, and let us not forget
David Bowie and The Buggies their Mystery Video Contest
released video films of their songs which they want YOU to win.
years ago. But it has only been
The service is free to the Colin the last year and a half that lege, and so was the new telethe industry has taken off. With- vision. According to Wayne
out going into the possible merit Gorlick-Asmus, Director of
of having a visual basis for mu- Mather Campus Center, the parsic, an audile's experience, to- ents of a member of the freshman
day's artists cannot ignore the class donated it for the students'
video industry.
use. No matter what your opinThe groups which are rising ion of video music, it's something
to prominence are on the crest you can't ignore (especially now
of the video music wave. The that's in our own Student Cengrowth of bands such as Men At ter).
Video music is a force whose
Work, Stray Cats, and Duran
Duran can be traced directly to impact is certainly here to stay.
the popularity of their videos. While I agree with those who say
Men At Work's Business As that the range of musical styles
Usual began to climb the charts represented is too narrow, I do
aftnost a year after it was re- feel that the music industry has
leased, at which time their "Who benefited greatly from videos.
Can It Be Now" and "Down New groups that would have
Under" videos were getting a lot found it difficult, if not impos- :
of play on MTV. This in turn 'sible, to break onto the airwaves
led to more radio airplay for their several years ago are doing it
songs, and voila! the group was today with the help of their ^viwell on its way to becoming the deos. Although the British/Ausbest new group of 1982. There tralian artists are currently
are certainly exceptions to this dominating, any group has" a
new rule for musical success: chance at fame through video. A
Bruce Springsteen has never made video creates another dimension
a video.
for a song; it can pictorially repWhile MTV may have created resent the lyrics, convey a mood,
the audience for video music tel- and thus show the performer's
evision, many other channels, vision of his music. A filmed
both on cable and network, have song contains nuances not always
t capitalized on theirsuecess. NBC- apparent without video. With, inTV recently introduced Friday creasingly sophisticated filming'
Night Videos, USA-Cable Net- techniques, videos have come very
work has Radio 1990, Home Box far indeed. Computer-graphics,
Office shows its Video Jukebox $50,000 budgets, and famousdton a regular basis (which features rectors are all fairly run-of-theeditod videos, by the way), and mill by now. One has only to
on and on. In short, one cannot look at video trends to see what
turn on the television without is next for the music industry.
by Anne Carol Winters
Copy Editor

Students display that the picture tube's vacuum isn't necessarily the only void exploited by MTV

Another Outlook:

Videos Vilify Meaningful Music
By Carl D. Rosen
The prominent feature of a
television set is the vacuum tube.
This empty glass has been turned
into the JHoly Grail of popular
culture by the science of electron
technology. From its everlasting
stream of photic pinpricks
first and currently the only
'round-the-clock rock video station, is in a position of great
marketing power. The problem
with MTV, however, does not lie
in its ability to market a new
entertainment form. The real

compound of volatile art forms
is there room for the imagination
to ignite? The evocative function
of both video art and rock music
is lost in the maze of satellite;
transmission.
MTV not only changes your
perception of music, it changes
its social function. Impressions
gmgrated frqni. 'someone, else's
ffrtna cast upon a melodic background are beginning to replace
live bands in bars, and stereos
in the home. There is no longer
any need to dance,' or to dream.
People are cpntent to have this
pacifier of a video imagination
meet their entertainment needs.

tragedy of its infernal vision lies
in its betrayal of music.
Imagine, if ygu are not privy
to cable, the nature of MTV. It
is like a video game you cannot
lose. A fat race of images riveting
the reptilian portion of your
brain. This endless repetition reduces the music to ornamental

It is like a video game
you cannot lose.
status. The songs become no
more integral to the video than
the bloops and bleeps of an arcade game. Where in this inert

Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore orjunior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-carnpus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year,
.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove vourself amongst the best and start off ^ J E j .
making from $17,000 to $23,000 " j t j f f j * "
a year. See if you measure up.
>5JO=£®
Check out the Marine Corps Offi- | p E 3 § ?
cer Commissioning Programs. \ ^ s <

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER.
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SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European
studies are offered In literature,
history, art history, drama, music,
sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics.
Special program offered in Drama.
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Internships available to qualified
students in International Business,
Social Services, Political Science
and Communications.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum.

Call 1st Lt. Rick Auman, Collect, at (203) 722-2168

For further Information writ*:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New York 14850
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Arts / Entertainment
Italian Re-evolution Displays
Museum's Extra-ordinary Flair

,
J

\

by Doug Gass
Contributing Editor

photo by Doug Gass

The Wadsworth Atlieneiirn's
current exhibit features ordinary objects in Italian life. Although modern in function,
their style is often rooted (o
the nation's classical heritage.

Italian Re-evoIution--Design in
Italian Society in the Eighties is
likely one of the more intriguing
shows to be assembled at the
Wadsworth Atheneum in recent
months. Yet it is interesting precisely because it is so ordinary.
The exhibit is composed of things
we've seen before, but our curiosity about another culture is
piqued. Displaying 600 objects
used daily in Italy, the show informs as it dazzles. The collection
of objects is used to trace the
"average" Italian day. It begins
with alarm clocks and nearly two
dozen types of coffee makers.
It is refreshing to find that
although Italy has diminished as
a world power, the sense of style
inherited from Empire and Renaissance days has not been
eclipsed. This idea is carried most
nobly by the automobile industry
and world of fashion design.
Among the Alfa-Romeos and
Ferraris are such commonplace
items as home appliances and
furniture. They all share utility
and stunning appearance.
Although many products are
on the verge of the futuristic, it
is clear that the Italian designers
have not abandoned tradition.
Borsalino hats, handmade in. the
same way for 100 years, and
hand-thrown pottery reflect the

Won Juan Plan Revealed
by Razia Iqbal
On Thursday, a production
meeting for Moliere's Don Juan
set the ball rolling for this semester's major dramatic enterprise. The Director of Austin Arts
Center, John Wooley, said a few
words about the schedule for
production: there are five weeks
allocated for the construction of
the set and costumes. He went
on to describe the tremendous
amount of work to be done before the play opens October 27,
As models for the set design demonstrated there is extensive construction following detailed plans
designed by Linda Glass and executed by Brian Rieger, technical
director.
There was a good turn-out for

01 me

this meeting, with many of the
students present showing keen interest. It is the work of these
indivduals, under the direction of
the above, which makes such a
production possible. For those
who may be interested in joining
the staff, Experience really isn't
necessary, but a sense of responsibility and commitment is.
Judging from the work already
put in for this production, it
looks like it's heading for great
success. The cast has already been
named and rehearsals under the
direction of Leo Shapiro are under way.
Don Juan shows Moliere at his
best, and this production will
come as an exciting treat for the
arts at Trinity. Watch this space
for more on Moliere.
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nation's reverence for timeless
style.
Color is employed to give flair
to the functional. Red radios,
pink bicycles and chartreuse floor
lamps all strike the staid North
American sense of color as being
a bit racy. However, maybe that
is what they strive for; working
hard to get things done, but never
frustrating fun in the process.
Scooters, motorpycles, rollerskates and soccer balls reflect a
society consumed with an active
use of leisure time. Of course the
Italians couldn't forget love.
Above an irresistable white
leather day bed hangs a plaque:
"Waves of passion, send flowers,
send chocalates, send kisses. I
gift-wrap the object of my affections."
As the exhibit ends, so does
the day. The piazza, utilizing the
Atheneum's magnificent fountain, is complete with cars, a
newstand and political placards.
The collection brings a slice of
' Italian culture to Hartford in a
way never imagined by those on
Franklin Avenue,

The images in "Italian Re-evolulion" often present mundane items
in a captivating1' manner.
photo iiy oouo Gasm

Brian Rieger Will Head Productions
by Raria Iqbal -'•'

ment, he is preparing for the
execution of die .set for MO/ICTC'S

Brian Rieger, who replaces Jim
Pohl as the new technical director
of Austin Arts Center, brings to
Trinity several years. of sound <
experience, despite his mere
twenty-four years.

"Don Juan," to be performed
this semester, Rieger also has four
technical assistants, who are
work-study students, and are responsible for the facilities at
AAC.

While studying English and
Theatre at Wesleyan, he discovered that he had a natural interest
and aptitude in the field of stage
design and carpentry. The combination of the two is the loose
definition of a technical director
of a theatre. After graduating,
he went back to Wesleyan to
teach Production Technique,

In addition to this work at
AAC,
Rieger is teaching a class
in Advanced Production Techniques. The class deals with the
ways in which a set is designed
and built, and includes any problems which may arise.

At the Arts Center, his responsibilities are twofold. He ensures the good working order of
the facilities, such as pianos, projectors, and lights, but his main
work involves the designing and
supervising construction of shows
performed at AAC, At the mo-

i t r o iYiuvuig wance • c o m p a n y who will perform this Saturday in Goodwin TheatrcT

Being posted at Trinity seems
to agree with Rieger's disposition; he favors a blend of rural

a n d city l i f e . W i l l i t h e e o u n i i v sicli; o f flit- s l a t e o f ( ' o i n i e c l i a i l

at hi.s disposal lor relaxation, and"
Hartford's proximity lo New
York's theatres, it seems that the
happy medium has been achieved.
Rieger looks forward to the
healthy interchange of ideas—with
students as well as faculty members. Part of his artistic into'Bion
in being here is to pursue his
interest in the art of visual
expression. Entering into a new
environment and possibly a new
way of doing things, will hopefully provide Rieger with a refreshing perspective. We welcome
him to Trinity and wish him well
during his time here.

Avant-Garde and Improv at AAC
The Austin Arts Center will
once again be quite busy this
week, playing host to Philadelphia's Zero Moving Dance Company,
as
well
as
the
improvisationa! musical quartet,
Zasis.

like our spectators involved,
watching from the edges of their
seats...they move as we do, sharing our travels,"
Zero Moving will be performing on .Saturday September 24 at
8 pm. Students will be admitted
free using the performance pass.

Zero Moving
Dance Company

Zasis

Since Zero Moving was formed
in 1972, they have performed
throughout the east and Europe
to excellent, reviews. While in
Philadelphia their ranks included
Trinity's current arlist-in-residence, Nusha Martynuk. Their
trademark has been their intricate
synthesis of patterns and electric
images. Washington Post critic
Alan Kriegsman adds, "...if you
want to be reassured that creative
discovery...is still happening in
modern dance, go see Zero Moving Company...."
Their distinctive style of dance.
a combination of .the abstract ami
expressive, is meant to draw the
audience in, CiouxchikI say,, -\\t

Zasis , an improvisatory ensemble,blends traditional and
avant-fanle timsk.il st\les, using
homemade as well as ii.tilitional
iniinimeiut. I he s'.nuip's eiiuie
peiloiiiMiici* is iiiipiowseil". the
sound piinJiiLCil i- an .uheniure
impossible
tlmuirh
saipted
pieces. The \^w ,jivmnHiui>.atioii
which nukes this possible is a
ucluctcil oiiit \-\ spenJinij couritie-s In mi-, uive'liei in the s\nthe-iti oi ir,ii>.!t.
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Arts /En tertainmen t
Piano Availability
Question Answered
By Joe Scorese
Student musicians at Trinity
can now enjoy the benefits of
greater accessibility and major
repairs of the grand pianos in
Austin Arts Center. Anticipating
the arrival of two newly rebuilt
Steinway grands, a committee
consisting of Gerry Moshell, music department chairman, Linda
Laurent, artist-in-residence, John
Wooley, A AC director, and Ray
Zeiner, piano technician, met on
Friday, September 9th, to discuss
proper location of the new pianos. In addition, they considered several alternatives to make
the present resources more useful
to serious piano students.
Currently, Austin Arts Center
has five grand pianos,. three of
which had been in regular use
for lessons and restricted student
use. The other two remained in
storage- one reserved for recitals
because of its relatively good
condition.
When the College authorized
the rebuilding of two of these
pianos, there was some apprehension as to whether, upon their
return, they would be made as
accessible as they were in their
previous condition. After $10,000
worth of work, they are now
considered
"concert
instruments" and AAC intends to preserve them as such.
Yet, the 25 students granted
restricted use had some concerns.

greater mobility, student access
was limited at times because of
classes and lessons. "They never
seemed to be available when I'd
go down to practice; if it wasn't
a class, it was someone else (practicing) who beat me to it," one
student remarked. For this reason, students are against keeping
the new pianos out of their reach,
citing that the removal would create chaos.
Linda Laurent is sensitive to
the complaints of these students.
Some students feared that after $10,000 worth of refurbishing, two Sleinway grand pianos would be
less accessible to them. The plans for their location have mitigated the controversy, phoio by Greg Accetia

After $10,000 worth
of work they are now
considered concert
instruments.
She feels that as many grands as
possible should be made available
for advanced students to practice
on. She also believes that students should be able to benefit
from practicing on at least one
of the new pianos.
Fortunately for her and the
students, such was also the attitude of the other members of
the committee that met to decide
the issue. "Everyone; was supportive of jetting advanced students gain more access to all of
the grands," she recalls. Thus,
the two pianos previously kept
in storage will come into regular

SSSV

currently storing choir music and
harpsichords.
Locating the new Steinways,
however, was a problem. Although they had previously been
in the two music classrooms, the
music department felt it better to
keep them elsewhere because of
carelessness of both students and
faculty. Yet the desire to keep
them mobile for concerts ruled
out the idea of putting them in
any of the smaller practice rooms.
Thus, John Wooley is considering leaving one in Garmany Hall,
locked, for restricted use, and
storing one in the art center
"vault" for recitals.
All in all, the proposals made
at this meeting promise to improve the present situation for
the students who use them. Four
grands, instead of three, are soon
to be available in. better locations
wish to take advantage of them.

What's Happening
Performance

Sculpture

t h e Zero Moving Dance Company, a highly acclaimed modern
dance troupe, and Zasis, an improvisatory jazz music quartet,
both come-to AAC this week. A
preview of these events is featured in this issue; please refer
there for more information.

As part of the ongoing Studio
Arts Faculty Exhibition, artist-inresidence John Smith displays his
sculpture in the Widener Gallery,
AAC. Beginning on September
25, his woTk, which has been
shown here and abroad, will
compose the third leg of this four
part exibition. Included will be
several large painted marble
pieces titled "Standing Stones."
Before the 25th, the prints of
colleague Elizabeth Tracey will
continue to be shown. The gallery
is open afternoons daily.

Alum Speaks
James Shepard, a Trinity
alumnus, will give a series of
three lectures on Film as a Visual
Art. Beginning this week with " A
Vocabulary and an Introduction
to Film," Shepard will move to
'discussions of both the avant
garde and commercial genres in
early October. The initial presentation is this Monday at 7:30
pm in the Goodwin Theatre.
There is no admission charge.

Wadsworth

The Wadsworth: Atheneum
continues to show Italian Re-evolution, an exhibit of striking
objects used in contemporary ]J>
aly. A detailed review by contributing editor Doug Gass
Peking Opera
appears in the Tripod this week.
The gallery is open daily, except
Fong Kuang-Yu, a member of Monday, 11 am to 7 pm. Weekthe theatre faculty at the Uni- end hours are 11 am to 5 pm.
versity of Chinese Culture in Taiwan, brings The Peking Opera
of China to the Trinity campus
this week. Sponsored by the department of theatre and dance
and the intercultural studies program, Fong will present a slide/
lecture and performance on
Thursday at 7:30 pm in Seabury
47. There will also be a master
class in the aesthetic and technique of the dance on Friday
from 1-2:30 pm. All are welcome
at both events, regardless of
dance experience.

V*

Tracey's Prints Intrigue
Detailed book illustrations are featured in "Bewick to Beardsley" now"oh display in Watkinson

Books Show Historic Illustration
by Thomas Yablonski
Staff Writer
The Watkinson Library is presently featuring two unique exhibits. The first, Twentieth
Century Visions of Dante's Inferno, focuses on the work of
contemporary artists from both
Europe and the /United States.
Although far removed from
Dante in time,' and from each
other by the diversity of their
styles, the illustrators all manage
to convey the natural view of the
classic work. From Barry Moser's
stark simplicity to the formal elegance of Corrado Cagli, the different examples display a sense

of unity as, well as disparity.
The subject of the second ex-,
hibit, entitled Bewick to Beardsley: Nineteenth Century Book
Illustration in England, is obvious enough; but the works
themselves are more of a surprise. There are the caricatures
and the elegant etchings one
would expect of Britain in the
1800's originals of Tenniel's famous illustrations for Through
the Looking Glass, and George
Cruikshank's satires of contemporary life are well known by
sight if (not by name. There are,
however, a number of surprises.
Burner Jones' illustrations for the
Kelmscott Chaucer are from the

by Greg Accetta
Staff Writer

Elizabeth Tracy is working with
a form of printing, collograph,
which yields a rich and vibrant
Arts and Craft movement and
result. Her works were on display
look more like fourteenth century
last week in the Widener Gallery
works, while Aubrey Beardsley's
of The Austin Arts Center. Colexamples of British Art Nouveau
lograph involves textured plates
Movement are as modern as any
and a layering process that can,
twentieth century work.
include up. to 20 applications of
The Dante exhibit, prepared by
ink to any number of built-up
Norma Aresti, : will be up until
plates. The : results are always
November 15th, and the British
unique with an inherent visual
illustrations, which were prepared
appeal to them.
by Margaret Sax, will end October 14th. Although not on disThe rich layering of transparplay during the evening hours,
ent colors and the resulting ilthey are on view weekdays from
lusions of light and texture leads
8:30 to 4:30, and" since the Wat- the viewer down two paths. He
kinson is in the basement of the
is torn, between enjoying the
Trinity Library, they can be an
beauty of the works and searchinteresting and justifiable study ing for the representational form
break.
that one imagines must be hidden

in the colors. The subtle gradations of color that result from
the production process combines
with the artist's inventiveness to
invite the subconscious t o explore
and seek meaning. The layering
of colors and forms further enhances this effect; one can lit-,
erally search through the works
layer by layer, each one giving
a distinct message. The folds and
bends which fill the medium further encourages one to explore
the works.
The intriuging content of Tracy's art gives her works size beyond their actual dimensions.;
They can be imagined to be great
murals, one print covering an
entire wall of. the gallery. For
those who did not yet get an
oppertunity to view .this show,
the gallery will display the same
works through this Saturday.
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The

TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

Let's Not Lose Sight
of the Larger Issues
Was the work of the Interim Committee an attempt
by faculty members to usurp power rightly vested in
others? Are the committee members really just "oyerzealous" and "self-righteous moralists"? Does the
report show disrespect for the powers of the student
body -- which they refer to as "transient"?
There may be a glimmer of truth in some of these
statements. But that's not really what's important.
What is important is the two larger questions that
are raised, The first is, where is tne voice ot the
student body in all of this controversy? Student opinion MUST be expressed -- and the Tripod is the perfect
medium for that expression. So where are all the
letters to the Editor?
The second question is, at what point do we get
so embroiled in the smaller issues that we lose sight
of the larger ones? The work of the Interim Committee
reflects much thought and contains many valuable
ideas. At its heart is one extremely commendable
idea: that principles should always be upheld, and
that the coliege should work ceaselessly to ensure
that they are.
The fraternity/sorority issue is not all wrapped up
•- and will remain that way as long as the institutions
remain' at Trinity. But let's not let our differences -or our silence -• on the issue prevent us from exploring
constructive ways to keep Trinity moving forward and
upward towards our highest ambitions.

Letters
Dietrich Asks For Explanation of Quote
Dear Editor,
I wish to respond to the article
("New Diversity in Freshman
Class") which appeared in the
September 13, 1983 edition of the
Tripod.
There appears, in column three,
the following quotation highlighted by the author: "I've never
seen so many preppies at once."
Although the art of culling a
quotation from the text of an
article to arouse the attention of
the reader is indeed acceptable
journalistic practice, failure to
legitimize the validity of the quote
by acknowledging its author is
not. Since this quote does not
appear in the text of the story,
one can only assume that it is
the product of the author and
therefore should have been duly
noted. If the quote was an anon-

ymous one taken from idle conversation along the walk, that,
too, should have been noted. By
failing to note the source of the
quotation, the author allows one
to develop the impression that
the quote was taken from the
interview which formed the nucleus of the article. Since this
clearly was not the case, the author owes his readers an explanation.
Although the problem is a
small one and may well be attributed to the inexperience of a
well-meaning reporter, the issue
of sound journalism and editorial
responsibility is a much larger
one. The editorial staff, it seems
to me, must ensure that each
story is presented to the reader
in a manner which reflects the
high standards members of this
community have a right to expect

Dear "Concerned Freshman":
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Posters Show
Mindless
Conformity
To the Editor:

A Letter from the Editor
I was delighted to get the Tripod article you sent
me. You remember, the one all marked up with your
typo and grammar corrections •- the one that had
"Where are your copy editors?" scrawled across the
top?
s
I'd like to answer that question. Our copy editors
are taking up their free time, their energy, and their
Sleeping hours typing their fingers off every week
from Thursday to Sunday.
Now I'd like to ask you a question. Where are you
when they're typing and editing copy? Next time,
before you offer criticism, first offer help.
Our meetings are Tuesday nights at 7:15. Hope we
see you there.

from the editors of its publications. To allow anything less
would be ID shirk the responsibilities entrusted upon them by
their constituents.
The Trinity community deserves a newspaper which accurately presents the issues which
affect our collective lives. I hope
that future issues of the Tripod
will reflect the high degree of
journalistic excellence expected
from the student body of one of
the leading colleges in this country, and I further hope that the
reporters and editors will espouse
to the highest tenets of journalistic integrity.

In Support of New Regulations
To the Trinity Community:

that it is appropriate to inform
the Trinity community that the
As the only student representCommittee agreed that due to the
ative at the recent Academic Aftiming of the faculty vote on this
fairs Committee meeting, I would
issue, and the fact that many
like to take this opportunity to
seniors had planned for quite
respond to the recent uproar resome time to take less than four
garding the new academic regucourses, under the old rules, the
lations adopted by the Faculty
present senior class will be exlast May. This past week, the
empt from this rule.
Committee met to act on over
I continue to heartily support
thirty requests from members of
the new academic regulations and
the Class of 1984 asking for
I believe that they are in the best
waiver of the new rule requiring
interests of the Faculty and the
that students take a maximum of
student body. However, I
four courses in a semester. While
strongly object toi the recent acthe proceedings of the Committee
cusation that "the administration
have been, and will remain, conhas nothing to gain by this rule
fidential, I think it is important
except to foster resentment from
that the student body be made
the student body..." (letter to the
aware of the basic reasons why
Editor, 9/13/83). First, the Faca waiver has been granted to the
ulty approved these regulations,
class of '84 regarding this parnot
the administration. Second,
ticular regulation.
the new rules should do anything
While some may claim that
but "foster resentment": the
individual efforts are responsible
Committee has always been open
for passage of this waiver, I feel
to individual situations and the
possibility of granting exceptions.
In fact, this year's Handbook (p.
101) states: "In exceptional cases
the rule to enroll in and/or complete a minimum of four course
credits may be waived by the
Academic Affairs Committee."
This statement proves the continuing policy of the Academic
Affairs Commmittee -- that in
fact, part of the reason for the
The Tripod welcomes and
Committee's
existence is to conencourages letters to the
tinually examine the institutional
Editor. All letters must be
regulations in terms of academic
signed, although names will
life in order to make Trinity a
be held upon request. Letters
better and stronger institution.
which are libelous or in poor
Theiefore, 1 would suggest that
taste will not be printed.
we all be open-minded in looking
All letters must be typed
at the changes before us. The
and no longer than 250
new academic regulations were
words. The deadline for subpassed in the hope that we as
mission is onFridays at 5:00
student's will be able to leave this
p.m. Please deliver all letters
institution feeling moie positive
and commentary via eamptis
about our academic experience
mail (Box 1310) or to the
here.
Tripod office in the basement
Sincerely,
of Jackson Hall.
Jane W. Mclvin, '84

NEW
Letters
Policy

The rash of irrational posters
which appeared around campus
in reaction to the chaplain's suggestion to secularize the names
of our semesters only typifies the
mindless conformity to tradition
and complete lack of social
awareness at this school -- if we
can call it a school, since one
definition of being a student is
the willingness to change. I wish
to emphasize that within this
.scliool nrc .Jews and atheists and
pagans, ainoiii; others.

,

v

this is not an exclusively Christian institution it is inaccurate
and insulting to a considerable
portion of the campus to use
Christian names for the semesters.
Possibly a more appropriate
inaccuracy we should correct is
to change our name to Trinity
Day Care Center. The thinking
power and sensitivity of some
members of this college make me
wonder.
Peter Limnios ('H5 or so)

Winer Clarifies
Senior
Exemption
To the Trinity Community:
I wisli to respond to the concerns in the Tripod of Septembei
13, regarding the new academic
iemulations adopted by the Faculty in May of this year, purtieulaily the tule which states that
each undcijiiuduate must cut oil
in and complete a minimum of
Coin course credits per semester.
"Ihe Academic Allan's Committee, after studvinij o\er thirty
requests for waiver ol this uile,
at its meeting ol September 12,
1983, decided that members of
the class of 'K4 will not be subject
to this rule because ot the inability to provide sufficient notice
of the rule's implementation.
A letter detuiluiii all the particulars Irom the Academic Affairs Committee to tin. college
community will be distributed
shortly.
Sincere!;,,
Oaud Winer,
Secrctitiy,
AiMtJumie Affairs < oimnitttv
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Commentary
Ian and Phil Have A Problem:
by Phil O'Brien

Perhaps the easiest thing we
could do is withdraw from Lebanon. No more Americans
would be killed by irate rebels,
and American could once again
claim to have won the moral
battle by refusing to involve itself
further in the internal affairs of
another nation. We could pack
up the marines tomorrow, and
wash our hands completely of
this bloody matter. As usual,
though, this easiest of solutions
could decimate the future of another nation and ravage American credibility even further.
What would be the result of
such a withdraw!? Italian,
French, and British troops would
certainly follow the American
lead and evacuate their soldiers.
The void left around Beiruit
would be filled by Druze militia
and their Syrian backers, while
the rest of Lebanon would be
partitioned between Israel, which
would control most of Lebanon
south of the Awali river, and the
Democratic Republic of Syria,
which would control the rest,
probably under the auspices of
some puppet Lebanese-Moslem
government.
Strategically, the United States
could live with a partitioned Lebanon. The United States' most
stable ally in the Middle East,
Israel, would have strengthened
its hand, and with its more secure
borders, might be ani^nftpie to
serious. M§S$i!$l$0$fy' "$$!'•'&&&•
om^m^^mas.
However, like
Eastern Europe in 1945 and Vietnam, we would have condemned
a nation to butchery. The post
Vietnam syndrome would have
conquered our better instincts
once again.
The United States has forgotten that it can actually represent
the forces of democracy. Our
failures in Southeast Asia have
convinced us that we have no
right to intervene in the internal.
affairs of another nation. Yet we
fail to realize that American nonintervention leads directly to intervention of some other power,
usually the Soviet Union. T h e
idea that if the United States left
the world alone it could develop
into a democratic and legal entity
is a myth. The only hope for a
democratic Lebanon lies directly
in the hands of the United States.
The United States must maintain
its forces in Lebanon and would
be smart to strengthen them.
President Reagan has already
given the go-ahead for air strikes
from the American flet stationed
off the Lebanese coast. The
troops should also be given the
power to call in mechanized
forces. The Drize militia has no
weapons to counter such an
. American presence and would
have to either retreat behind Syrian lines, or try to reach an accomodation with the Gemayel
government. The Syrians pose a
more direct threat because of
their well-equipped forces. However, Assad is no Qaddafi. He
realized that direct conflict with
the United States could not gain
him anything. The Syrian troops
most probably would remain behind their lines.
The Gemayel government needs
time to reach an accomodation
with the separate Moslem factions, time it would not have if
the United States withdrew. More
Americans probably would die,
as .yyell a§ Lebanese .and. Syrians.

The United Nations would probably condemn in its most foppish
language American imperialism
in the Middle East. The world
community would register its indignancy, and democracy might
have a chance to grow in Lebanon. We cannot reconcile
American withdrawal with our
stand in favor of human rights.
Human rights violations would
grow, as they have in Iran and
other nations that the United
States has abandoned.
Our present vacillation has cost
the United States dearly in credibility. How can we ever seem to
be a reliable ally if we run away
every time some crackpot militia
fires mortar rounds at our men.
Should we abandon Europe if the
Soviets fire a few artillery rounds
at our positions? If we consider
ourselves worthy enough to guarantee European security, why
can't we help a nation more desperate and dependent upon the
United States for its very existence? Too often we have failed
this test and sat back smugly,
saying it is not our role to intervene, while condemning thousands of people to live undc
crackpot regimes.

by Ian McFarland
Almost a year ago 1200 Marines were sent to Lebanon as
part of a three-nation peacekeeping force. In a news conference at that time, President
Reagan said that the Marines
would provide "support and stability" to the Lebanese government and herp to "reunite people
that have been divided for several(!) years now." The President
went on to assert in a letter to
Congress that "the American
forces will not engage in combat," though he warned that they
"may exercise the right of selfdefense." Throughout the President maintained that he would
adhere to the stipulations of the
War Powers Resolution.
Since that time the original
force of Marines has been augmented by additional detachments, the U:S. Navy has shelled
parts of Beirut, and American
soldiers have fought and died
amid the constant exchanges between the Lebanese Army and
Druze militiamen. Most importantly, since that time the Administration no longer seems quite
so committed to the dictates of

The Mideast
the War Powers Resolution.
The language of the Resolution
speaks clearly: the President,
having authorized the deployment of American armed forces
into a potential combat situation,
must withdraw them within 60
days unless their continued presence is specifically authorized by
Congress. The circumstances under which the Resolution may be
invoked include direct involvement in hostilities or any change
in numbers which substantially
enlarges U.S. armed forces
equipped for combat already located in foreign nations.
It would seem that the September 12 addition of 2000 Marines to the contingent already in
Lebanon, coupled with the President's .September 13 decision allowing the Marines to call in U.S.
naval and air power to aid the
Lebanese Army, not to mention
the Marine casualties, would be
grounds enough to invoke the
War Powers Resolution, but the
Administration thinks otherwise.
In response to Congressional
pressure to invoke the Resolution, Administration spokesmen
said last Friday that "any restriction" on U.S. involvement
would send an "extremely dangerouis" signal to Syria and the
Soviets. This plea — the problem
"of U.S. "credibility" abroad -is raised frequently to persuade
everyone that the President
should be left alone in conducting
foreign policy, but its significance
is rarely considered.
What is in fact being argued
is that when democracy functions
as it is supposed to, it is bad;
i.e., the interaction between the
legislative and the -executive that
the Constitution demands is bad.
Apparently, the Administration
thinks that we all would be better
off if the executive branch had
complete control over foreign
policy matters, at least where
"credibility" is perceived as a
problem. Amazingly enough,
there is little doubt that Congress
would support the continued
presence of Marines in Lebanon
right now; it is the mere potential
for disagreement that is conceived of as "extremely dangerous."

Cubby's Corner
Faculty Is Irresponsible
by Kurt Kusiak
There is a large segment of the
Trinity faculty who are, at present, quite angered by the Trustees' decision concerning the
recommendations of the. faculty
study committee on fraternities.
They wore white armbands during the last graduation ceremony
to protest the decision. They have
formed an interim committee to
pursue the issue further in an
attempt to illegitimize the power
and governing influence of the
Trustees. But now, that is since
the last faculty meeting, the issue
has expanded far beyond its original scope. ,
There, is a biased group among
the faculty who strongly oppose
President English and wish to see
him removed from office. There
are a few who directly oppose
the Trustees and desire the power
to overrule their decision •,- a
power which the bylaws of this
college do not give him. The issue, in other words, is now one
of governance, ,ari4,Jhese(,fac^Vi:y

are pushing hard to expand their
decision-making power in order
to directly influence all aspects
of campus life: academic, administrative, and social.
Publicly embarrassed by the
"Crow Incident" and the New
York Times' description of Trinity as a "party school," these
self-righteous members of our
faculty have suddenly become
first rate moral crusaders, delivering from sin a student body
whom they feel have no right to
make moral and social decisions
for themselves. In short, they are
a group of faculty that have forgotten their primary purpose for
being at Trinity College. They
have become players in a political
power struggle where they have
no place, and they have ceased
to be educators first and foremost. . • ' . ' . " •
Please make no mistake as to
my motivations in writing this
uncharacteristic criticism. I feel
both proud and privileged to be
a student at this institution. In
fact, I have nothing but' praise

for this college and its faculty
outside of this campus. But
doesn't it make sense that we
students who pay some $7,800.00
a year in tuition (tuition that pays
faculty salaries) should have some
say in how we,run our lives outside of class and some right to
criticize faculty members whom
we feel are slacking off in their
professional duties? We are not
merely,"transient members of the
college community" as some faculty have suggested., As long as
this institution exists, there will
always be a student body and a
student opinion that cannot be.
ignored. The fact that we stu.dents are, supposed.to be the one
and only reason for this college's
existence seems to be one that is
largely ignored these days. It is
time to get back to basics, ahd;
I, for one, would much: prefer
being taught by those professors'
who have continued to distinguish themselves .through re-;
search and publication rather
than through committee.work:and
, political po^in :SVtiggtes>;his,;iY vs

Perhaps the worst aspect of
this situation is that it has turned
all attention away from the problems of Marine presence in Lebanon. The Marines were sent
with the goal of promoting stability. Such a goal can only be
maintained so long as the Marines' role as a peacekeeping force
is recognized by all parties involved.
The extent to which the Marines have been subject to fire
shows that this condition no
longer holds, and any claim to
promoting stability dissolves
when the Marines themselves become embroiled in the fighting
and simply provide another focus
for combat. There are no easy
answers to the problems in Lebanon, but one thing the years
of conflict have shown is that no
solution will come through the
introduction of still another forsign faction.

Let's Call
Men "Men "
by Martin Bihl
You know what I hate? I hate
the word "chairperson".
Now, I know what you're saying. You think that hating a word
is really stupid. But I hate it
nonetheless, and I hate it for two
reasons.
..
First, I think we should ask
why we have a word like "chairperson". 1 was told that if there
were a neutral word, I wouldn't
discriminate. They told me that
if. I came across "Chairperson
Scheuch", I wouldn't form.any
discriminatory ideas.
But that's stupid.. As soorf as
I meet somebody, I'm going, to
know whether they're male, 6r
female, right? As soon as I shake
hands
with
"Chairperson
Scheuch", I'll know he's a he.
So why are we pretending that
I won't?
• •
After wrestling, with these
problems for years, I've come up
with this radical solution. Brace
yourselves. Here it is.
Let's call men "men", and
women "women".
Pretty crazy, right?
Let's call a man who heads a
department a "chairman" and a
woman who heads a department
a "chairwoman", and in cases
of uncertainty, use the word
"chairperson".
'
;
Because what humans are
doing right now is really stupid.
Look in your Trinity College Bulletin. Check page 193, under the
listing "Theatre and Danee".
"Associate Professor Dworin,
Chairperson and Director of
Dance."
Now look on page 69, under
Biology.
"Professor Crawford, Chairman."
In fact, look under any department that is headed by a
man, and you'll see the word
"Chairman". So now the word
"Chairperson" is^ synonomous
with "Chairwoman". A. man is
never called "Chairperson". Even
my example, Professor Scheuch,
is referred to on page 86 as "Professor Scheuch, Chairman."
This is almost beyond stupid,
into the realm of the truly bozo,
But it is not as intellectually deficient as, what the English; department has done. BelieyingthaC *
relegating Milla , Riggjoyto ; the
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The SGA Presidential Candidates
Letter of SGA
Endorsements

The student body's interests
need to be truly represented with
strong leadership! My name is
To the Trinity Community:
Dan Barach '84, and I am running for Student Government
President because I have the necAs the Summer Term President
essary time, energy, and deterof the Student Government Asmination to discover these
sociation, it is my responsibility
interests and provide leadership
and privilege to endorse the cantowards attaining concrete redidacies of Kevin O'Connor for
sults!
S.G.A. President and David Hill
The SGA President must be
for S.G.A. Vice President, In this
unbiased and open-minded. As a
team, Trinity has the opportunity
non-Fraternity member, I bring
of electing strong and capable . an open-minded and unbiased
people in these important posistance to the pressing fraternity
tions. Having known and worked
issue, and others. My actions will
with both candidates for some
be based on my firm belief that
time, I am confident that they
I must be responsible to the
represent a positive and construcwishes of the student body as a
tive administration which will
whole and I must act against any
continue the S.G.A.'s efforts of
administrative action which dicproviding an effective and detates its policies against the will
pendable voice for the Trinity
of the students.
student body. It is a rare ocThe SGA President must also
currance that a ticket of this calbridge the gap between the SGA
iber comes along. Both have
and the student body. Because I
expressed a strong desire to dedknow most of the juniors and
icate themselves to the tasks before them and it is an offer we .
should not refuse. Kevin and
Dave represent a student governcontinued from page 11
ment administration marked with
intelligence, foresight, objectivranks of the sexually ambiguous
ity, and dedication. I look forwas not enough, they have
ward to the opportunity of
plumbed new depths of linguistic
working with them and I hope
wierdness. Turn to page 99 of
you will have the good judgement
your Trinity College Bulletin.
to afford them the chance to
"Associate Professor Riggio,
prove themselves.
Chair."
Thank you.
Yes, poor Professor "Riggio is
now furniture.
Lee A. Coffin, '85
Let's hope this doesn't happen
S.G.A. Summer President
to you.

More "men"

Central America: Supporting
The Peace Proposal
by Douglas P. Gass
) <\v"

r

•

'

•

•

The battle lines in Central
America are clearly marked: Nicaragua is, for whatever reason,
in the Soviet camp, and the U.S.
remains pledged to the overthrow
of the Sandinista regime.
Obscured by the doctrine or
dogma of Washington, Managua,
and Havana is the notion that
everyone is fighting to secure.a
sound political order for the people, of Nicaragua and El Salvador. Spouting ideology as if it
had no temporal application, the
leaders of the hemisphere seem
to have all but neglected the poverty of the people they claim to
serve.
The problems can only be addressed in peace. Peace may be
achieved with the victory of one
"side," but the underlying problems can only be treated through
negotiations.
Despite its bellicose implications, Reagan's summer armada
can be seen as a vehicle of peace.
It is doubtful whether the President views it in this light. It
evoked from both Cuba and the
Sandinistas (on the fourth anniversary of their victory, no less) •
pleas for negotiations based on
the proposals of the Contadora
, Group (Venezuela, Mexico, Colombia, and Panama). Having met
six times, the leaders of those
countries advocate the removal
of all military advisers from the
area, a halt to arms traffic, and
an end to the use of one country
as a base for subversion in an,. other.;
.
At the heart of the proposal
.lies an interest in the people of
Central America, who care more
., for food, education, and safety
than they do for the comparative
virtues of Marxism-Leninism or
North ^American democracy.

Kevin O'Connor

Dan Barach

More importantly,, the Contadora
proposal represents a middle road
between these two ideological extremes. Officially, everyone favors the Contadora option. Yet,
Why does the fighting continue?
Reagan believes correctly that
the U.S. can topple the Sandinistas. And the Salvadoran guerillas think that they can defeat
the Salvadoran army, which in
time they may be able to do.
Yet, victory in either case would
come at the expense of the little
political and economic order that
exists, and thus to the detriment
of the people. The difficulties the
Sandinistas have faced in the
years since their victory attest to
this idea. A guerilla victory in
El Salvador would produce a
condition the FMLN, themselves,
have admitted they do not-want:
rebuilding a war-torn state under
certain U.S. harassment, forcing
them to sacrifice political independence and throw in with the
Soviets. Meanwhile, the people
would suffer even .greater hardship than they presently know.
It is the choice of the U.S.
whether there will be a fight to
the death or a negotiated settlement. The U.S. (like it or not)
is the dominant economic and
military power in this hemisphere, wielding enough force to
make either alternative a reality.
The Soviets would not come to
the rescue if the U.S. decides to
attack. It would be like the U.S.
overtly involving itself in Poland
or Afghanistan. For negotiations
to occur, Reagan must acknowledge the real fear that this summer's show of force produced in
Castro and the Sandinistas. In
any case, he must eventually consider the suffering of the people
whose human rights he professes
to work for.

seniors, I have made a concerted
effort, this fall, to meet and talk
with freshmen and sophomores.
This, undoubtedly, has given me
a broader perspective of the needs
and interests of Trinity students.
As SGA President, I will continue to strive for greater communication between the SGA and
all Trinity students. I will encourage dorm representatives to
meet regularly with their constituency. I will also set aside a
few hours each week for students
to talk directly with me to ask
questions, state complaints, or
offer suggestions.
To be a successful leader, the
SGA President must have the
ability to communicate effectively
with the faculty, administration,
and alumni in order to implement
student interests. Rather than list
the different "titles" I have held,
I will give you an example of
something I have done which
demonstrates this ability to argue
effectively for students' interests.
Among the "New Academic
Regulations" was a rule that said
everyone (including current seniors) must take at least four
course credits per semester. I
thought this rule was unfair to
those seniors who had planned
for three years (including, for
some, a six-course credit semester
and/or summer school) to take
fewer than eight course credits
during their senior year. The
night I was informed of this rule,
I actively petitioned and accumulated over 250 signatures.
The next day, I presented the
petition as well as my arguments
to Dean Winer. That week 1 met
with Dr. Higgins (Chairman of
the Academic Affairs Coinmil(ce)
twice, Mrs. Betty Goldman (President English's assistant) twice,
and Dean Winer an additional
four times. I am happy to say
that my efforts were worthwhile.
On September 12, the Academic
Affairs Committee voted to exempt all petitioning seniors from
the new rule. As SGA President,
I will strive to exempt all future
seniors from this new rule as
well.
Both the SGA and the administration must be urged to listen
to students' voices and respond
to students' ideas. With your
support on Thursday, your voices
will be heard and your ideas will
be implemented!
Thank you for your time.

Mmxk»

To the Trinity Community:
What is positive student government?
l)Making Student Government
Do Its Job. Last year, while the
S.G.A. wasted time debating over
the future of fraternities, an issue
over which it had no power, it
ignored the activities of the Academic Affairs Committee, a
committee to which the S.G.A.
sends a liaison, who is a voting
member of the committee. This
misdirection of energy not only
kept the student body from discovering the new regulations until
far too late, but it also severely
reduced our input into these regulations. I will rectify this problem
by
making
each
representative appointed to Faculty and Trustee committees report bi-monthly to the entire
S.G.A. While, for the most part,
I agree with the new regulations,
the students should have known
they were coming all the time,
In the future, you will. By setting
realistically attainable goals, the
S.G.A. can fully exploit its power
and provide student input into a
broad range of Faculty and
Trustee decisions.
2)Making Student Opinion
Heard. Presently, it appears that
the Faculty, Trustees, and
Administration are engaged in a
struggle for power. This is not
implicitly bad. However, at all
times, these groups must be reminded that the students are the
most dynamic element on this
campus, with fresh blood and
new ideas arriving every year.
Trinity must not become a stagnant institution. Tin's ailment can
be cured by preventative medicine: Fighting for student opinion
to be heard.
One way I will fight this problem will be to resume the efforts
of a few students from last year's
S.G.A. to gain a student seat on
the Faculty Appointments and
Promotions Committee. Student
opinion can also be heard by
organization of campus-wide referendums by the Student Government Association on key
issues. While the majority of issues is either too complicated or
too obscure for the average student to be fully informed, occasionally, a very clear-cut,
heated issue comes along, where

you, as the student, are just as
well informed as Ihc student government membership. 1 will organize
such
campus-wide
referendums. Rather than ignoring Trinity's small size, the
S.G.A. should take advantage of
it, and let the students be heard.
By giving some power back to
the entire student body, rather
than leaving it in the hands of
some small group, the student
government will ultimately increase its own power.
3)lnitia!ion, Rather Than Reaction. Rather than simply reacting to events, the S.G.A. must
try to anticipate problems and
constructively initiate action that
will head off potentially troublesome situations before they explode. One of the primary
concerns of the soon-to-be-elccted
S.G.A, should be a concerted
effort from every member to
come up with creative ideas for
modifications or new ideas to
implement in the realm of social
or other extra-curricular activities
that appeal to recently disgruntled students within our community,
In my years at Trinity, I have
been actively involved in many
facets of student life. These include broadcasting for WRTC,
playing varsity and junior varsity
football, working on Jesters' productions, membership in a fraternity r
and
serving
as
a
representative to the Interfraternity Council. I sincerely believe
that this broad range of activities
greatly enhances my *bijj|jLJp ta
communicate and understanarcn'e"
many problems confronting Triniiy students today. Last summer,
1 also liiid the o p p o r t u n i t y t o H.-iin

a great deal of political experience while working as a full-time
legislative intern at the Connecticut State Capitol.
I don't have all the answersno one candidate does. But, together, we can make a student
government a valuable asset for
the student body, as it was intended to be. My opponent claims
that he is determined to work
hard for you. Well, I am also
willing to work hard, but I will
work hard withyou. Thank you
for your time.
Sincerely,
Kevin O'Connor, '84

asm w& m,OK m i m& SK ewes w."
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The Vice-Presidential Candidates
Dave Hill
To the Trinity Student Body:
In the three years 1 have been
at Trinity, the S.G.A. and the
student body it has purported to
represent have . progressively
grown further apart. Whether this
negative trend in student government is a result of student apathy
or the perception of uselessness
that the S.G.A. has developed
need not be considered, though
surely both reasons have some
justification. What ought to be
discussed is how this widening
gap can be bridged to put the
" S " back into "S.G.A.," subsequently reversing the negative
trend. Herein Hes the purpose of
my candidacy for Vice President
of the S.G.A.

Having campaigned for candidates on the national level, the
state level, and the local level,
and having served as a legislative
intern at the State Capitol in the .
spring of my junior year, I feel
that I have the necessary political
experiience to help run the S.G.A.
in a different way: a positive
way.
While others speak of dissolving the S.G.A. and forming some
sort of Utopian "student union"
comprised of representatives from
each undergraduate organization
on campus, I feel that this is yet
another negative approach to student government at Trinity. As
everyone knows, there are many
"hot" issues which will confront
those elected on Thursday: issues
which will require significant
consideration and deliberation by
the

Bob Muccilli
This is merely one of the positive steps that 1 will implement
to ensure that student opinion is
heard. Last year, while attending
an S.G.A. meeting, a point was
made that student opinion should
be taken into account before a
certain vote was taken. One
member of the S.GiA. commented, "We shouldn't worry
about, student opinion, we have
to decide for them...."" This is
not representative government,
nor it it positive government; this
is not a nation of 200 million it is a small college of barely
1,700. This means that student
opinion can be easily heard and
implemented into government
policy. In the past, this has not
been the case. In the future, if
I am elected, it will.
I strongly believe that the gap
between the S.G.A. and the student body is a result of a serious
lack of communication and concern between the two. The use
of campus-wide referendums, cooperation with the Tripod, frequent newsletters, and stronger
coordination between dorm reps
and R.A.'s are just a few of the
avenues available to thje S.G.A.
If..I am elected, we will' take
advantage of these and more. 1
use the term " w e " because 1
cannot bridge that gap alone-- I
need you, the students of Trinity.
The perception of Trinity students does not have to be one
of apathy, nor does the' perception of the S.G.A. have to be
one of ineffectiveness. •
Sincerely,
David G. Hill, '84

student government, they cannot
possibly spend the necessary time
on the issues which concern students this year. Furthermore, a
student union type of government
would require membership in
some organization to be represented...hardly a fair solution.
I prefer to take a much more
positive approach to student government. If last year's administration taught me anything, it is
that the present system can work
if it is executed properly and
promptly. For example, the reaction to the newly adopted academic regulations this fall was
one which stemmed from ignorance. Few students are aware
tht the S.G.A. has a member
assigned to be a liaison to a
variety of faculty and trustee
committees. In the past, they have
not been asked to report on the
developments in those committees. A few individuals have done
so, but only because they thought
to do it, This is an example of
how student government as a
body has not been active: it has
been reactive.
One change I will certainly implement will be to ensure that
committee representatives from
the S.G.A. are taken seriously
and reports from them will be
regularly expected. This would
awaken the S.G.A. to issues of
concern to the faculty and
administration, as well as the
trustees. It would then be the
S.G.A.'s job to inform the student body of such developments
as last year's proposed academic
regulations before they become
final. This type of initiative would
allow positive student input into
areas such as the academic regulations that so greatly concern
every student.

To the Trinitv Community:
My name is Bob Muccilli and
I am a candidate for the office
of SGA vice-president. As a dorm
representative for the past two
years, I've served on a number
of student government committees and as SGA/faculty liaison.
The platform upon which I am
running contains three main
planks; administrative skill, restructuring of the SGA calendar,
and most important, strong leadership aimed at creating a student
government active in the promotion and development of all
areas of student life at Trinity.
When the SGA has lacked
leadership with strong administrative skills, it has suffered
drastically. Conversely, on occasion when the leadership has
possessed a firm practical knowledge of the inner workings of
the organization over which it
presides and of the intricacies of
parliamentary procedure, the
SGA was able to function
smoothly and efficiently. I believe that through experience I've
gained the administrative skill
necessary for running an efficient
student government.
SGA elections will not take
place until September 22, which
means that the student government will be unable to meet formally until the end of September
at the earliest. The delay in engaging the SGA each September
inhibits a firm footing in the Fall
semester and precludes a timely
commencement of any kind of
constructive activity by the student government. It would make
more sense to initiate the SGA

term in January, thus creating a
January to January orientation,
so that the machinery would be
oiled and ready to go when September rolls around. This change
would allow for constructive activity to begin early on in the
Fall semester and would also permit summer planning. Having
had an opportunity to observe
the performance of their representatives, constituents would
have the chance in January to
decide if new blood is necessary.
Another problem leading to
inefficiency in the SGA is its
large size (35 members, not including those elected to special
committees). This cumbersome
quality of the SGA results in
continuous stalemating, thus
leading to a minimal amount of
energy, even less constructive activity, and very boring meetings.
January elections would necessitate a constituency based on the
class structure. Through this
change, the membership could be
reduced to a more workable size
and class officers would finally
be- put to work.
Unfortunately, the SGA has
developed a reputation for ineffectiveness and stagnation. In
many cases, the SGA serves as
little more than a rubber stamp
for material handed down to it
for comment by the faculty and
administration. Churning out one
declaration after another regarding inconsequential matters, although seemingly productive, is
a waste of time and effort.
Instead, the SGA ought to be
actively developing all areas of
student life. Academically, the
student government must express
the views of the Trinity commiinity regarding the open curriculum, which will most likely
come under fire by the faculty
this semester. Personally, I feel
that the open curriculum is an

development and the attainment
of a liberal arts education.
In addition, the SGA has an
obligation to explore residential
alternatives on campus. Squatters' rights and the right to make
room improvements are a few of
the interesting proposals that have
been lying dormant and which
deserve an active inquiry on the
part of the SGA.
Social alternatives to the
fraternity/sorority system are
desperately needed on campus.
Although the task of constructing
such alternatives ultimately faffs
upon the student body, the SGA
can do much more than it has
in the past to spark the process.
The student government can exert
a positive influence in further
developing the social life of the
campus by a determined and sustained effort to coordinate club
activities as well as through encouragement and support of individuals or clubs promoting
viable social alternatives.
Career and college counseling
are essential elements at Trinity.
Because our futures are greatly
influenced by such programs, it
is important that they be of the
highest quality. Most students
agree that there is room for improvement in these areas. The
SGA has the obligation to actively research the problems that
exist in these programs and to
pursue their solutions.
Through competent administration and a restructuring of the
SGA calendar, the'Trinity student government will become a
much more effective and productive tool of the student body.
Greater efficiency can be constructively employed to promote
and develop all areas of student
life at Trinity. This is the basis
upon which I am running for
SGA vice-president. Iwouldtcertainly appreciate your support.
Sfl'f

Ian And Carl Run On
Unified Thought Ticket
The Unified Thought Ticket
(from an interview)
INT: Why are you running?
CARL: Execution of idea and
intent of performance.
IAN: All leading to unified
thought.
INT: What exactly is unified

those whb ever
wonder who runs
the United Way.
Meet Sharon Mitnik, a United
Way volunteer. She's just one of
thousands of volunteers who ; :help run the United Way in the '
24 different towns and cities in
the capital area.
Volunteers who help deliver
services. Volunteers who-help
raisefunds. And especially
^ypliintfiefs who help make the
tough decisions of how money
raised is put to the best use.
Thousands of volunteers.
That's who run the United Way.
Your friends; Your neighbors.
• People just like you; And,
ithat^sttie Way it should be.
;
United Way W o r k s . . .
:,}.'• All Year-Round X^.^'::

of-the1 Ciapital Area;
.: 68'SoiitivMJIrvSt;; Wesi Hartford' tT.ds'jq?..';'

thought?
••.'..'.•
IAN: The principle is that one
big, round freedom plus one big,
round good equals UNIFIED
THOUGHT; this has ramifications; , it speaks to people's immediate concerns.
CARL: The basic identity is that
complete ramifications equals
complete implications equals
complete responsibility. It's like
a jumble-O'-gram.
IAN: It's all GOOD.
CARL: It speaks from the best
position.
IAN: There is no contradiction
anywhere; all is implicit, it only
needs to be realized.
INT: Can you conceptualize your
vision?
... •.
CARL: Imagine being in the Italian calvary in the spring of 1951.'
That sounds romantic, like a cigarette as slim as the numeral one,
but brought from the worldly to
the escapist, and back to the
worldly, the present is inclined
to know the harmful effects both
of the past condition and of the
present metaphor.
INT: What is'your platform?

CARL: Culpability and expenditure.
INT: What exactly is that?
IAN: Here we have goals to be
:
realized. ".;.-'
• :
CARL: Goals in motion.
IAN: A dynamism of the whole.
CARL: Dynamite. Ian is elucidating the conception that halfmeasures are invisible . — the
mathematical drawing of a line
around man's reflexive view of
discipline.
IAN; It's like a two-dimensional
projection.
CARL: Discipline; it's just examining'an identity which is here
and ubiquitous, therefore we
must discover it for ourselves. It
was here before you lived.
INT: What about service? :.:
CARL: I. don't want to dwell on
variations of a single theme, but
a lucid appreciation is more than
enough to ask for in the extra
light of duty. Special service
means superior value.
INT: What about the S.G.A. in
the past?
, .
CARL: I believe that the mystical
relation of the student body to
the S.G.A. must be rendered
clear/ Students have a right to
know.
IAN: And we support that right.
INT: What do you make of the
condensing excitement surrounding your campaign?
;
CARL: Highly suggestive, with
connotations that will seta measure for our term of duty. • •
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More Spo
Men's
Soccer
Falls, 4-2

OS""*

continued from page 16
sure. Dowridge's two point-blank
saves inspired the Guardsmen,
who iced the game with six minutes left on Donnely's third goal.
The Coast Guard coach fells
that Trinity will improve as the
season progresses.
"When you play early in the
season, for the first time, the
offense is usually clicking but the,'
backs need more time to be cohesive," said Cielplick. "Playing
,time will correct that though."
TRINITY NOTES- Despite the
loss, there were several bright
spots. Ammirati played a superb
game, displaying extraordinary
dribbling skills and
shifty
moves....Ammirati and Monaghan looked good together on
the frorlt line, timing their passes
smoothly....A pair of freshmen,
Chris Hyland, a halfback, and
Bill Eastburn, who played the
second half in goal, also showed
promise..,.Trinity now goes on
the road for three staight games
against Central Connecticut,
MIT, and WPI....

._ - V: r- i

Randy Schrenk centers the bail in the 4-2 loss to Coast Guard.

Sandy Monaghan leeps for the ball

Polo Hosts
Five Man
Tourney
continued from page 16
hold the team together while the
rest of the team gains experience
and confidence.
• The Trinity five-mafi tournament this weekend and an opening-game at Yale should tell a
lot about the character, and ability of this team.

Get down to business fasten
With the BA-35,
"Whenever you feel like
smokln' a cigarette, Instead of
strlkin' up a match, strike up
. the band- the' Larry Hagman
Special Stop Smokin' Wrist
Snappin' Red Rubber Band!
(Jet one free from your
American Cancer Society."
AMERICAN
^CANCER 9
SOCJETY

If there's one thing business calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
Think business. With
this is it: an affordable, busiThe BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student
ness-oriented calculator.
spend less time calculating, Business Analyst.
The Texas Instruments
and more time learning. One
.B.A-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
Analyst.
of many.
Its built-in business
The calculator is just part
formulas let you perform
of the package. You also get
Creating useful products
complicated finance,
a book that follows most
and services for you.
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Business
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

©19B1 Texas Instruments

\
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More Sports
Couch's: Trouble
For Opposition
Sarah Couch had scored her first goal and congratulations were
in order. Although it would have been more dramatic for her sister
Laura to be the first to reach her, it was not to be. Lack of effort,
however, was not the reason, as the older Couch ran up from her
back line position and gave Sarah a one-armed hug near midfield.
In the bleachers their mother smiled.
It was not the first time this scene had been played. At Williston
Prep, where their father teaches, Laura, Sarah, and middle sister
Molly (a sophomore at Colby) spent two years teaming in both soccer
and Softball. As one would expect, such closeness in age and interests
had both its advantages and disadvantages.
On the plus side, was a protectiveness which is typical of siblings.
"Sarah once got knocked down and I really got mad," remembers
Laura. "1 was so mad I wanted to hit them."
Sarah, on the other hand, remembers a time during her sophomore
year when she "just wanted to be alone" and rid of the label "one
of the Couch's." This fits nicely with her mother's discription of

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen k. Gellman
Sarah as the most independent of her daughters, a useful quality
when following two successful older sisters.
•.
And it was this desire that almost led Sarah away from Trinity.
In the end, however, she chose to join her sister in Hartford, making
last Saturday morning possible.
Before the season, Laura forewarned Sarah about the amount of
running coach Karen Erlandson requires in practice. In preparation,
Sarah worked herself into the best shape she'd been in her life and
earned a. starting spot on the front line.
Starting on opening day is heady stuff and Sarah admits " I was
nervous. It's such a change in competition from high school to
college." Of course it makes it a touch easier when the opposition
is Curry, which was playing it's first game as a varsity team and
losing that same game 9-0.
Early on, Sarah had a number of opportunities, breaking down
the right wing, and con-vettiniL ihc third of those opportunities into

photo by John Shlffman

lierev being nervous, when I realized 'Hey, that's Sarah, she's
going to get a goal.' I got excited." That's h,ow it should be.
There is one advantage to- teaming sisters that no one can quite
understand. It revolves around a level of communication that even
by Kathy Rowe and
long time teammates cannot achieve. Let L. Couch explain, or try
to explain: "I know that just from being around her (Sarah) all my Leslie Pennington
Senior Sports Staff Writers
life, I know what she is thinking and I think she knows what I'm
thinking." While Laura presented this explanation, Sarah nodded in
agreement.
Opening the season confiIf, however, this explanation makes little sense, Laura gives an
dently, the Trinity Women's Socexample: "Thursday, we were practicing and I had the ball on the
cer Team repeated last year's easy
right side. There was a space and I knew Sarah was going to that
victory by shutting out Curry
space. It was very wierd. There are times I can do that with other
College 9-0 on Saturday.
people on the team, but not as often as I can with Sarah."
On a day when Trinity had it all on their side, this special situation
This being the first game of
was not crucial. However, some time later this fall a game may be the season, with no prior scrimtied and a goal resulting from Laura or Sarah's sixth sense could
mages, coach Karen Erlandson
prove magical in more ways than one.
used it as a preparatory game to '

Women's Soccer Cruises,9-0
see how the players performed
under game pressure. She tried
out many player combinations,
making numerous substitutions
throughout the game.
To start off the string of goals,
co-captain Cynthia Hunter broke
away and fired a direct shot into
the net after only five minutes
of play. Halfway through the first
period, Karen Orczyk took advantage of the poor communication between Curry's goalie and
defense and snatched up a loose
ball, converting it into an easy
score. Shortly thereafter, Sarah
Couch scored the first goal of
her Trinity career, converting a
pass from Oina Cappelletti. Four
minutes from the end of the half,
Orczyk.scored again, assisted by
left wing Cerronne Berkeley, to
make the count 4-0.
The second half commenced
with a feeling of certain victory.

Erlandson's hopes of "pressuring
defensively" and attaining "depth,
on attack" had formed well. ¥ic7
toria Arvanitis made a great pass
to Hunter for the first goal of
the second half. Two. minutes
later, Orczyk completed her hat
trick on a run down the center
of the field. Arvanitis got Trinity's seventh goal off of a pass
from Susan Moss. As the game
came to a close, Sydney Fee repeated Orczyk's run of 20 minutes earlier to raise the score to
8-0. Finally, with fiye: minutes
left, Hunter netted her third to
make the final tally 9-0.
It was an impressive game as
demonstrated by the Bantams' 44
shots on goal. Curry had none.The only trouble Trinity did experiece was with offsides penalties. Trinity now prepares for
Yale on Wednesday and Amherst
on Saturday,

Malabre Leads Women's
X-Cpuntry At Bryant
continued from page 16

Cynthia Hunter scores one of her three goals againsl Curry.
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mile. We didn't lose. places but
the times were slow." ;..v
;•
pleting the scorers was Alex
The runners never experienced
Woodford, 23:03, who was fol- such hills' in practice around
lowed by Pat Adams, 23:07, and
Trinity. This could mean that the
Nina Porter, 23:17. Unfortu- ••: women will be; more effective at
;
nately, Ailene Doherty was inhome on a flat course.
jured during the race and was
The team performance was. a
unable to continue.
real boost to the Bantams' conAdams felt that a key to the ..• fidence as they had gone to.;
team's success is that "we are . Bryant looking-for a seventh or
eighth place; finish. .
running in groups." The'women
ran together which enabled them
Friday, '.Trinity.-.will be comto push each other on, especially
peting in the Southern Connecton such a difficult course, "It
icut Invitational. Coach John,:
Kelly predicts that the b
was a very hilly course," said
Will finish in the top,
Adams, "especially in the middle
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Sports
Coast Guard Ruins
Soccer's Opener
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Writer
For the Trinity Bantams' Varsity Soccer Team, the difference
between a possible victory in their
season opener against the visiting
Coast Guard and defeat was a
matter of inches.
Trailing 3-2 with 28 minutes
left in the contest, the Bants
mounted a scoring threat which
looked for all the world like it
would tie the game. Peter
VanderVelde snuck away from a
crowd of Coast Guard defenders
to the right of the cage and challenged goalie David Dowridge,
one-on-one. Dowridge, somehow, stopped the shot but
couldn't control the rebound,
which rolled across the goal
crease to an unmolested Tom
Monaghan. With Dowridge out
of position, sprawled on the turf,
Monaghan pounced on the loose
ball and blasted it with his left
foot toward the vacated left side
on the net, from six feet out.
But, like a flash, Dowridge
made a catlike, instinctive lunge
for the black and white blur,
saved it, and covered up the rebound. An amazed bench of
Bantams sat motionless while the'
Coast Guard bench erupted into
cheers. Although Peter Ammirati
and Monaghan each had good
scoring opportunities later in the
game, for all intents and purposes that was the game as the
Bants went on to lose 4-2.
Althogh dutshot 18-16 overall,
Trinity controlled the ball most
Qf the game and had the better
scoring chances. However, a
pesky Coast Guard defense and
some tentative play by Trin's own
defensive unit spelled defeat for
the Bantams.
''Most of the teams we play
have players with more skills than
us so we have to play better team
defense," said Coast Guard coach
Ray Cielplik. "We had fewer
breakdowns than they did and
we were a lot more opportunistic."
The visitors started out the
scoring at the 38:48 mark as Joe
Re picked up the rebound of
Derek Donnelly's shot and kicked
it past a defenseless John Picone.
Coast Guard's Donnelly then
began his one-man offensive
show, scoring the first of his
three goals at the 34:28 mark as
he shot it over a fallen full back

Jeff Pilgrim and past Picone. The
goal was set up by a poor clear
of a Coast Guard throw-in.
"They outhustled us around
the goal and they were just more
aggressive than us," noted Bantam coach Robie Shults.
Trinity got on the board at
32:09 thanks to some beautiful
short passes and the tenacity of
fullback Chris Downs. Downs
stripped a Guardsman of the ball
at midfield, swept right, and led
Vern Meyer perfectly. Meyer
bolted toward the right of the
goal and crossed it to an open
Monaghan who tapped it home.
After Donnelly gave the
Guardsmen a 3-1 lead, Trinity
showed some resiliency and scored with only six seconds left as
Monaghan lobbed one over the
head of a surprised Dowridge
from 12 feet out.
The Bants were shutout in the
second half, although they did
manage to sustain offensive prescontinued on page 14
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Tennis
Takes
Three
by Julia McLuuglilin
Sports Staff Writer

Above, Jeanine Looney keeps her eye on the ball in Saturday's
match against Amherst. Bellow, top ranked Claire Slaughter works
at the net.
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The Women's Tennis Team
had a strong showing this week,
easily defeating the Univer.sity of
Hartford, Wellesley, and Amherst. The best match of the week
was against Wellesley, as the
Bantams won 7-2, avenging last
year's defeat.
On Tuesday, the Bants traveled
to LJHart and came back with
an 8-1 victory. The number one
doubles team suffered Trin's only
setback.
Against Wellesley, Thursday,
the only problem was doubles as
both the first and second teams
lost. However, all six singles
players won, five in straight sets,
to give Trinity the victory.
Next week Trinity is hosting
the Lean Cuisine U.S. Women's
Indoor Championships. Top
players such as Billie Jean King
and Andrea Jaeger will be featured. The tourney runs from
September 25 through September
29 at Ferris Athletic Center. The
semifinals and finals will be held
at the Hartford Civic Center September 30-October 1.

Women's*
X-C Fifth
At Bryant
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by Jim Yu
Sports Staff

Men's Cross Country Fourth
by Thomas Swicrs
Sports Staff Writer
After a long day which began
around 9 a.m., the Men's Cross
Country Team returned to Trinity Saturday evening excited over
their success in the men's eight
kilometer race at Bryant College.
The Bantams placed fourth out

of 14 teams,
David Barry came in tenth with
a time of 27:29, to lead Trinity.
Steve Klots took 15th with a time
of 27:42. Greg DeMarco showed
the great improvement everyone
had expected, finishing 32nd.
Woods Fairbanks and Joe Wire
rounded out the top five, taking
37th and 42nd places respectively.
Coach John Kelly felt that the
times will improve as the season
progresses. However, the course

was particularly tough, accounting in part for the slower times.
The Bantams were missing cocaptain Steve Tall. Kelly felt that
the Bantams would have finished
third in the meet if Tall had been
able to run. In addition, Kelly
was surprised at the seventh place
finish of the Bryant team, which
is generally strong.
The next outing for Bantam
runners is Saturday at the Connecticut State Championships,

Writer

"We're going to have an excellent year," predicts Meredith
Lynch.
The Women's Cross Country
team is confident that they will
have a strong season and they
have reason to be. The team got
off to an impressive start on Saturday at the Bryant College Invitational, placing fifth out of
fifteen teams.
An excellent performance was
turned in by junior Ann Malabre
who finished the 3.1 mile course
in 19:24. She came in first for
the team and placed fourth overall out of a total of 160 runners.
She was followed by co-captain
Erica Thurman who placed 31st
with a time of 21:16, Alex Steinert, coming in 32nd at 21:21,
and Lynch, 36th in 21:45. Corncontinued on page IS

Water Polo Tries To Fill Holes
by Gabe Harris
Sports Staff Writer

Mark Lee pushes the ball upfield in Saturday's loss to Coast
Guard.
photo by .John Dalsheim

After placing second in the
New England tournament last
year, this fall's water polo squad
seems apprehensive about the upcoming season, and well it sould
be.
With five of the top seven men
on last year's standout squad lost
to graduation, this will be, in the
words of senior co-captain Chip
Lake, "a rebuilding year."
Aside from, co-captains Lake
and Mike Bronzino, and juniors
Tim Raftis and Dave Mugworth,
there is very little game experience on the squad. Sophomores

Stu Sziklas, Adam Kimmick, and
Mike Kenef will be counted on
heavily for contributions this sea,son,
The most interesting and decisive factor on the team, though,
could well be the freshmen. Lake
has good words for Jim Loughlin
and Dave Boone: "though they
have no game experience, they're
both good swimmers with strong
shots- they could help the team
a lot."
Four other freshmen are also
waiting in the wings for their
opportunity. The biggest question
mark so far has been at goalie,
where nobody has emerged to fill
the vacant spot. Mugworth and

freshman Greg Hill are the front
runners for the position at this
point, but, neither has played the
position before.
The women's team, spearheaded by senior captain Liz
Brennan and sophomore Barbie
Brennan, has some bright spots.
Unfortunately, the team has only
seven members, and it will be
hard-pressed to field a squad.
The keys to the success of the
men's team this year will be the
emergence of a capable net-minder, the rapid development of the
younger players, and the ability
of the experienced veterans to
continued on page 14

